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Washington, Tuesday, June 30.
1lucidate and solve the question at issue; time that may be occupied in carrying
spread to the sun —rake it together in the
through the operations of survey or arbitra
afternoon and pat it in cocks if the weather NORTH-EASTERN BOUNDARY. The President proposed such a commission,
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,
tion.
and
her
Majesty
’
s
Government
consented
is not promising—or when the harvest is
The following message was received from !
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
The undersigned avails himself of this oc
to
it : and it was believed by her Majesty’s
the
President
of
the
United
States,
by
Mr.
’
great
and
the
hay
is
not
dry
enough
to
be
JAMES K. REMICH.
casion to renew to the Secretary of State
Government
that
the
general
principles
up

raked,
it
should
be
turned
green
side
up
be

A. Van Buren, his Secretary, last evening. '
Office nn the Main-slreet--opposite the Meeting-House.
on which the commission was to be g’uided, the assurance of his distinguished considera
fore the dew has copiously fallen—on the To the Senate :
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
!
tion.
/
H. S. FOX.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— next day this should all be spread out to the
The importance of the subject to the tran- in
1 its local operations, had been settled by ' The Hon. John Forsyth, &c. &c. &c.
mutual agreement, arrived at by means of
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions -which sun, and two days of good weather will
quility of our country makes it proper that a correspondence which took place between
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No
paper discontinued, except at the option oi the pub generally fit the hay for the barn. When I should communicate to the Senate, in ad- J
Mr. Forsyth io Mr. Fox.
the burthen is quite heavy or when the grass dition to the information heretofore transmit the two Governments in 1837 and 1838.
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
i nC8i’andtheo»|
nrDoclor' Ut :
Department of State.
Her Majesty’s Government accordingly
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for is very green we give it more than two days’
ted in reply to their resolution of the 1 /th transmitted, in April of last year, for the
aPPearanceof iC any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
Washington, 26th June, 1840.
sunning
—
but
frequent
stirring
makes
a
vast
of January last, the copy of a letter just re
treated by
J charged for its insertion.
The undersigned, Secretary of State of
of the President, the draft of a
,wpalea?d S
difference in the time necessary to cure hay ceived from Mr. Fox, announcing the de- consideration
’
convention
to regulate the proceedings of the United Statesrhas had the honor to re
'W of. death tbrom;
—
the
oftener
it
is
moved
the
sooner
it
will
MISCELLANEOUS.
termination of the British Government to the proposed commission.
The preamble ceive a note addressed to him on the 22d
en'acialed moi
become dry.
consent to the principles of our last proposi
? eve7 l>mb; kil
Hints for July.—From a belief of its uAn experienced hand will judge intuitive tion for the settlement of the question of the of that draft recited textually the agreement inst. by Mr. Fox, Envoy Extraordinary
tility, confirmed by several years’ practice, ly, almost, when his hay is fit for the scaffold Northeastern boundary, with a copy of fhe that had been come to by means of notes and Minister Plenipotentiary of Great Brit
Ca*l
’. e, .yehjust heetj. we earnestly recommend a trial, to those
—some wring a handful to see if any mois answer made to it by the Secretary of State. which had been exchanged between the two ain, enclosing jirinted copies of the report
to himself credit ;
who
have
not
adopted
the
practice,
of
cur

ture is left in it — but as a general rule En I cannot doubt that, with the sincere dispo Governments ; and the articles of the draft and map laid before the British Government
case
were framed, as her Majesty’s Government bv the commissioners employed during the
; the most energetics ing their clover hay and such as abounds glish hay must have two days’ sunning un
sition which actuates both C-., e nments to
'«cr^elic
in clover, ingrxss cocks, instead of spread less we cut it so late that it has become half prevent any other than an amicable termin considered, in strict conformity with that last s'-acou to survey the territory in dispute
> ruined his consti^ ing and curing it in the old way. It will
betw c-» n the two countries, and communica
dry while standing. If we suspect our hay ation of the controversy, it will be found agreement.
J'ftjoumMlhU
ting the consent of her Britannic Majesty’s
But
the
Government
of
the
United
States
labor,
save
hay,
and
add
much
to
the
save
’."i '“«i «4
is not quite dry enough, but do not wish to practicable so to arrange the details of a
value of (hat which is housed. As soon as risk it out longer, we may often save it by conventional agreement on the principles did not think proper to assent to the con Government to the two principles which
form the main foundation of the counter
vention so proposed.
cr°f "»exifca^ the grass has become wilted in the swath, throwing it on a scaffold or a bay and not
alluded to as to effect that object.
ng folly I
proposition of the Ü; States for the adjust
The
United
States
Government
did
not
and (he external moisture evaporated, and suffer it to be trodden down for a few days
The British commissioners, in their re indeed allege that the proposed convention ment of the question.
our “ purged”
by
all
means
before
any
of
the
leaves
be

—and one peck of salt on a ton often saves port communicated by Mr. Fox, express an
’andrelh’sPi|hfotL;
The undersigned, having laid Mr. Fox’s
was at variance with the result of the previ
he firm, elastic lI(i( come dry and crumble, put the grass in us the labor of another day’s opening and opinion that the true line of the treaty of
ous correspondence between the two Gov note before the Président, is instructed to say
ns countenance ¡nt grass cocks, as small at the base as possible, tending.
1/83 is materially different from that so ernments ; but it thought that the conven in answer, that the President duly appreci
lull and sparkling; not to exceed a yard in diameter, and taper
If we have but little hay and wish it cur long contended for by Great Britain.
The
and animation; |iei them off, by adding forkfuls, to the apex,
ates the motives of courtesy which prompt
ed in the nicest manner we are careful to report is altogether ( ex parte’ in its charac tion would establish a commission of“ mere ed the British Government to communicate
ays to his bed,tab
exploration
and survey
and the President
which
may
be
four
of
five
feet
from
the
put it in cocks while warm and before the ter, and has not yet, as far as we are inform
JE fiRANDRETHPll^
to that of the United States the documents
y injury being ausili ground. Leave them undisturbed at least dew falls—on the next day we find it has ed, been adopted by the British Government. was of opinion that the step next to be tak
en by the two Governments, should be to referred to ; and that he derives great satis
nstead ofbeing monto 48 hours and until you are pretty certain of been drying since we packed it up, andon
It has, however, assumed a form sufficiently contract stipulations bearing upon the face faction from the announcement that her
10 stronger, after M sun or a drying wind ; then open the cocks,
opening, it presents a fine appearance—but authentic and important to justify the belief
10 attack: becaust
and if once turned, the curing will be com when we have large quantities on hand we that it is to be used hereafter by the British of them the promise of a final settlement, Majesty’s Government do not relinquish the
-econie purified, anil
under some form or other, and within a rea hope that the sincere desire which is felt by
Id and impure Unify; plete in three or four hours, scarcely a leaf cannot always be so particular—we softer it Government in the discussion of the ques
both parties to arrive al an amicable settle
sonable
lime.
will be wasted, and the bay will be bright, to lie in winrow when the weather is good tion of boundary, and as it differs essential
rated, and heisnolU
The United States Government accord ment, will at length be attended with suc
les, but has Tenerti fragrant, and will keep well.
and thus save the labor of packing and of ly from the line claimed by the United
ingly transmitted to the undersigned, for cess ; and from the prospect held out by Mr.
Cut small grain before it becomes dead opening again, — Boston Culivator.
States, an immediate preparatory explora communication to her Majesty’s Govern Fox, of his being accordingly furnished, by
urging with Bn*
but the useless ah ripe, for the following reasons : 1. Ifomittion «and survey on our part by commission ment, in the'month of July last, a counter an early opportunity, with the draft of a
io body,—the mortili ted, bad weather may intervene and delay
Curing Hay.—When hay is put into the ers appointed for that purpose, of the por draft of convention varying considerably in proposition amended in conformity with the
ie blood; th.«0® the harvest too long. 2. Dead ripe grain barn rather green, there is a great advantage tions of the territory therein more particu
some parts, as the Secretary of State of the principles to which her Majesty’s Govern
-they impede Ite fe wastes much in harvesting. 3. Early cut
in pitching it over and letting it lay light af larly brought to view, would, in my opinion, United States admitted in his letter of the ment has acceded, to be submitted to the
m they settle uponl
grain makes the best flour. 4. When any ter it has remained several days or a week be proper. If Congress concur with me in
len they settle upon
consideration of this Government.
portion of the culm or straw is ripened, or or more and become heated or sweaty, as this view of the subject, a provision by them 29th of July last, from the draft proposed
u matin m ; or, upon
Mr. Fox slates that his Government
by
Great
Britain.
But
the
Secretary
of
become
dry,
there
is
no
further
supply
of
or, upon the lungy.
the saying is. Some lots of bay having be to enable the Executive to carry it into ef State added that the United States Govern might have expected that when the Ameri
upon the in testine!, t nourishment from the soil; and the grain come so heated that they were supposed to
fect, will be necessary.
ment did not deem it necessary to comment can counter draft was communicated to him,
lining of the blooh then gets as much food from the cut as it
be much injured, have, on being pitched
M. VAN BUREN.
■alysis, and all tbsli
on the alterations so made, as the text itself some reasons would have been given to ex
loly to the suffer« i could get from the standing straw. Hence, over and exposed to the air become cured
Washington, 27th June, 1840.
of the counter draft would be found suffi plain why (he United States Government
when the straw turns yellow under the ear, and were found in good condition in the
declined accepting the British draft ol con
ciently perspicuous.
iumors from the Wr
however green the rest part of it maybe, winter.
Mr. Fox to Mr. Forsyth.
Her Majesty’s Government might certain vention, or that, if it thought the draft was
oso complaints, ode the grain should be cut. And when the
This process is of so great importance to
Washington, June 22, 1840.
so; this is no mere is
ly well have expected that some reasons not in conformity with previous agreement,
de truth, and each fy straw becomes badly affected with rust or green hay, that every farmer should endeav
The
undersigned,
her
Brittannic
Majes

■
would have been given to explain why the it would have pointed out in what respect
mildew, the sooner it is cut the better.
1 and wide it is bem
or so to arrange his mows and scaffolds, and ty’s Envoy Extraordinary and Minister' United States Government declined to con-• the two were considered to differ.
Do not put the plough into the corn, if you the disposition of his hay, that green lots
more appreciated,
In the note which the undersigned addressPlenipotentiary, has the honor to transmitI firm an arrangement which was foundedI
g may more depend1 have, as you may have for a trifle, a cultiva
luce sweetness or pu tor or horse hoe. It severs the roots, which may be thrown upon a scaffold, and when to the secretary of State of the United States, upon propositions made by that Govern- ed to Mr. Fox on the 29th July of last
they have sufficiently undergone heating and by order of his Government, the accom- ment
ly imagined. W
(
itself, and upon modifications to whichi year, transmitting the American counter
nod uce sickness,tn are the mouths of the plants, (urns up and l sweating, (hey may be thrown upon a panying printed copies of a report and map that
|
Government
had agreed ; or that if the> draft, he stated’that in consequence of the
; therefore the nets wastes the manure, which should always be mow ; and if not then well cured they could
American
Government
thought that the‘ then recent events on the frontier, and the
which
have
been
presented
to
her
Majesty
’
s
;
seen.
applied to this crop, and deprives the plants be laid around the edge of the mow while
Government by Colonel Mudge and Mr. draft
(
of convention thus proposed was notl danger of collision between the citizens and
sercise cannot bu of more than half their pasture. Hill your
dry hay is put in the middle ; or they may Featherstonhaugh, the commissioners em- in
j conformity with the previous agreement,, subjects of the two Governments, a mere
E, the occasional b
ABSOLUTELY rep corn but slightly. Hilling renders it more be mixed with hay that is very dry and both ployed during the last season to survey the it
would have pointed out in what respectl commission of exploration and survey would
;
the Blood, the m liable to suffer from drought, and induces it kinds save well.
be inadequate to the exigencies of the occa
the
two were considered to differ.
disputed
territory.
i
>e from those impel, to throw out a new set of roots, the old ones
Salt is good to save hay as well as other
sion, and fall behind the just expectations of
Her
Majesty
’
s
Government
considering
The
undersigned
is
instructed
to
say,
its steady current m being in a manner useless, by being buried things, but no more should be used than is
present slate of the boundary question, flie people of both countries, and referred to
that it will of course have become the duty the
;
morbid humors are; too deep, and beyond the reach ol the influ
proper for cattle to eat while consuming the of her Majesty’s Government to lay the said concur with the Government of the United the importance of having the measure next
mixed withit. Iti
isted through the« ence of heat and air, the indispensable a- hay, which is about a peck to a ton.
report and map before Parliament ; but her States in thinking that it is on every account adopted bear upon its face stipulations
ins provided for beisi gents of nutrition and vegetable growth.
We have in years past mentioned the Majesty’s Government have been desirous, expedient that the next measure to be adopt which must result in a final settlement, un
Offices in New1!
Busi's Cultivator.
great advantage of putting layers of stra<w as a mark of courtesy and consideration ed by the two Governments should contain der some form, and in a reasonable time.
, 185 Hudson steel1
These were the reasons which induced
between layers ofclover hay.
This is an towards the Government of the U. States, arrangements which will necessarily lead to
ice and Houston^
HAY1NG.
excellent method of saving clover that is not that documents bearing upon a question a final settlement ; and they think that the the President to introduce in the new pro
h Eight Street.
early carting.
well dried, and as the straw imbibes sweet of so much interest and importance to the convention which they proposed last year to ject, the provisions which he thought calcula
Charles Street.
Hay that is carted as early as three o’clock, ness from the clover, it makes a good fod two countries, should, in the first instance, the President, instead ofbeing framed so as to ted for the attainment of so desirable an ob
Street.
rreen and HudsonSli P. M., is kept much sweeter than that der that is readily eaten by stock.
be communicated to the President.
The constitute a mere commission of exploration ject ; and which in his opinion, rendered ob
Vood street.
which is carted at sunset—the first will be
The
large
stalks
ofclover
do
not
readily
documents
have
been
officially
placed
in
the and survey, did on the contrary, contain viously unnecessary any allusion to the pre
i street,
come more dry as long as the heat is retain part with their juice, and before they can hands of her Majesty’s Government only a certain stipulations calculated to lead to the vious agreement referred to by Mr. Fox.
ourth street.
ed in it,—we have been surprised at the be thoroughly dried'the leaves will dry and few days previously to the date of the in final ascertainment of the boundary between
The President is gratified to find that a
1 Market street.
difference between two loads of wheat, the fall off.
Levee.
This shows the importance ol struction addressed to the undersigned.
concurrence in those views has brought the
the
two
countries.
ng street,
one carted at three and the other at sunset — curing clover, in part, at least, in cocks ; for
There was, however, undoubtedly one minds of her Majesty’s Government to a
Her Majesty’s Government feel «an una
lame.
both weie equally well cured in the field, while it is in heaps the moisture is equalized bated desire to bring the long pending ques essential difference between the British draft similar conclusion ; and from this fresh indi
from Count er
but on pitching it over for threshing the first by passing partially from the stalks to the tions connected with the boundary between and the American counter draft. The Brit cation of harmony in the wishes of the two
reth's Pills.
mt being positively was perfectly dry while the straw of the lat leaves and on exposing it to the sun it is the United States and the British posses ish draft contained no provision embodying cabinets, he permits himself to anticipate
has an Engravji ter was damp and musty. Neither hay nor more equally dried on account of its sweat
sions in North America, to a final and satis the principle of arbitration ; the American the most satisfactory result from the meas
observe it Jias
grain should be carted after the dew has fal ing in heaps.— Yankee Farmer.
ures under consideration.
factory settlement ; being well aware that counter draft did contain such a provision.
te being any guan
The undersigned avails himself of the
The British draft contained no provision
te that Pills sold ty len copiously. It is safer to pack litem
questions of this nature, as long as they re
both and take another day.
The following graphic description of the (main open between the two countries, must for arbitration, because the principle of ar opportunity to offer Mr. Fox renewed assu
County will be sopì
We have uniformly found it best, after state of society and manner of living in some be
| the source of frequent irritation on both bitration had not been proposed on either rances of his distinguished consideration.
.ey, my only Trws the experience of more than forty years, to of the Western States is given by a gentle- ,
JOHN FORSYTH.
sides,
and are liable at any moment to lead side during the negotiations upon which
by ordering from
dry our hay in the sun. We are extreme man travelling Jn the southern part of Illi- (to events that may endanger the existence that draft was founded ; and because, more
A Office,
Effects of the Natchez Tornado.—Dr.
ly sorry to be obliged to differ from such nois, in a letter to his friends in Piscataquis, of
( friendly relations.
-BOSTON.
n
over, it was understood at that time that the
Tooley
has published in the Natchez pa
high authorities as we have seen on this
M KENNEBUNK
Dover (Me.) Herald.
principle
of
arbitration
would
be
decidedly
It is obvious that the questions at issue
pers,
"some
striking facts observed during
point ; but when occasion calls we think it
& Co. ;
(i Travelling through a thinly settled part between Great Britain and the United objected to by the United States.
i t, by S. H-G|l
the dreadful storm in that city.—The exter
a duty to publish boldly our own convic
But
as
the
United
States
Government
States,
must
be
beset
with
various
and
real

of the country one cold stormy day, 1 called
ord, McIntire W
nal rarefaction of the atmosphere was so
tions, whether they agree or not with the
at a house about dark and enquired of the ly existing difficulties ; or else those ques have now expressed a wish to embody the great and rapid, that several houses explod
is ;
fancies of others. We are always mortified
principle
of
arbitration
to
the
proposed
con

tions
would
not
have
remained
open
ever
woman of the house (her husband being ab
Huntress;
ed from the pressure of the air within. The
when we see in any of our farming papers
1 bourne;
sent) if 1 could stop till morning ; said she, since the year 1783, notwithstanding the vention, her Majesty’s Government are per- leaves and the buds of plants were seared,
fanciful
modes
of
farming
recommended,
be

fectlv
willing
to
accede
to
that
wish.
frequent
and
earnest
endeavors
made
by
bets ; Caleb S.
cause they impede ihe progress of improve u I reckon so—do you wish for supper sir r” each Government to bring them to an ad
The undersigned is accordingly instructed many of them having their vitality destroy
& Wood ;
I reckon 1 do, said I. I then inquired where
ment—
they
serve
to
create
a
general
preju

arks & Wilson;
justment. But her Majesty’s Government to state officially to Mr. Forsyth, that her ed, and the growth of others so much sus-'
dice against looking into a paper for any I should put my horses, she directed me to do not relinquish the hope that the sincere‘ Majesty’s Government consent to the two pended, that they did not revive for eight or
Cushing;
tie them to the fence, and there are, said she,
ten days after. —The latter effects are ac
Sheldon Hobbs;
thing valuable on the subject of farming—
oats in the*stack and you can go to the field desire which is fell by both parties to ar■ principles which form the main foundation counted for by the great influence exerted
and we must honestly acknowledge that the
Barat Maxell,*
and pull some corn for them ; all of which I rive at an amicable settlement, will al lengthi of the American counter draft ; namely, first, on the absorption of the plants from the
strong prejudice in the minds of many of our
that the commission 'to be appointed shall
be attended with success.
yeomanry, against what they have denomi did, and then went into the house, which was
be so constituted as necessarily to lead to a sudden rarefaction of the air. They are pe
The
best
clue
to
guide
the
two
Govern

dick, George Hf
a small cabin without floor or windows, she
nated i{ book farming,” is not without foun
final settlement of the questions of bounda culiar to tornadoes, but are seldom observed
ments
in
their
future
proceedings,
may
commenced preparing supper, while I occu
dation.
ry
at issue between the two countries ; and to produce so marked an effect as is above
Dennett;
pied the only chair in the house, the bottom perhaps be obtained by an examin
stated.
If
any
farmer
wishes
to
try
the
new
nitel Douglass!
of which was leather ; in a short time she ation of the causes of past failure ; and secondly, that in order to secure such a re
mode
of
drying
hay,
we
hope
he
will
try
it
sult,
the
convention
by
which
the
commis

the
most
prominent
amongst
these
caus

Merrill, E
said u I will thank you for that chair.” I
Turnips.—After early potatoes are dug,
on a small scale al first, and lor the main
Nathan J31den>
es has certainly been a want of correct sion is to be created shall contain a provi manure and plough the ground or work it
handed
her
the
chair
and
took
a
stool,
and
body of his hay let him endure the old fash
Sanborn 5
n;
the chair was used for a bread-tray, after information as to the topographical features sion for arbitration upon points as to which over with the cultivator and sow it in tui
c A
ion, for one year more, of curing it in the
and physical character of the district in dis the British and American commissioners nips. When it is rather late for the com
sun. Those who dry it in heaps, we would which it was cleaned and handed to me a- pute.
Dolton; Northfe1
mav not agree.
mon English turnip to attain a good growth,
inform him, generally pitch about Haifa hund, gain—the dough which was kneaded on the
The undersigned is, however, instructed sow the early garden stone. This turnip,
This want of adequate information may
chair
bottom,
was
rolled
up
in
the
ashes
to
. Newbegin;
red together in the fore part of the same day
be traced as one of the difficulties which to add, that there was money matters of de being an early variety, grows more rapidly
flcLellan;
on which it is mowed—this is turned over. bake. She then took from under the bed a embarrassed the Netherlands Government tail in the American counter draft which her
than the common flat. It is an excellent
s McArthur;
(
side
of
a
hog
from
which
she
cut
a
spider
towards evening—then again next day once
in its endeavors to decide the points submit Majesty’s Government cannot adopt. The varietv in quality, and its smooth and reg
ames Leavett,
full
of
meat
;
then
was
brought
forth
a
coffee
or twice and—when the weather is fair—
ted to its arbitration, in 1830. The same undersigned will be furnished from the Gov ular form and handsome appearance, make
zyer5
the book says let it remain out four or five, mill and coffee, she held the mill and ground has been felt by the Gbvernment of Eng ernment, by an early opportunity, with an
it a good article in the market,—If it attains
,
the
coffee
into
her
lap,
after
which
she
brushdays. When the weather is not likely to
land : it has been felt and admitted by the amended draft, in conformity with the prin no more than half its usual size it will be
jodwin f
>
ed
it
all
carefully
into
a
coffee
pot,
—
in
a
prove fair, some make large heaps of the
, Government of the United Stales, and even ciples above staled, to be submitted to the fine, and keep the better— Yankee Farmer.
small ones—some let the small ones standI short time supper was served up on a box, bv the local Government of the contigu- consideration of the President. And the
241 Droadway»1
and take their chance until fair weather. and not having eat any thing since morning,. ous State of Maine.
undersigned expects to be at the same time
Corns.—An exchange paper gives the foland being weary with a hard day’s travel
comes again.
The British Government and the Gov- furnished with instructions to propose to the j! lowing as a never-failing remedy for corns •:
ling,
I
fell
to
eating
corn
bread
and
hog,
our mode of making hay.
[lUUl'
> eminent of the United States agreed, there- Government of the United States, a fresh 16- i!—Take of tincture of iodine 4 drachms, 10Ì ■ Fluid)
We have seen various methods tried, but and coffee without milk or sweetening, like, fore, two years ago, that a survey of the dis- cal and temporary convention, ft r the bet- ! duret of iron 12 grains, chloride of antimony
VriungJlu „os#
one
faring
sumptuously,
—
and
I
would
not
we have never found any that are better
> puled territory, by a joint commission, ter prevention of incidental border collisions |1 4rachms5; to be applied with a camel hair
.brush?
after paring the corn.
than the following : Mow the grass in the have you think that this mode of living is would be the measure best calculated to e- within the disputed territory, during tht16 !---;
forenoon or towards evening—let it be well uncommon in this part of the country.”
« ‘‘«'W froi i*1

Lift i!'
b‘

1 -

,

; MHbyvhera
aed, ready
f ish.
re Village,
be tnada

è ^iven.to
lton, lie»?
' ïYBelf— tìtìil
/hingdpnór
after ihisi
Ll’ON.

» tern pia test
’ h in, and
e^ .all per, are resè immedil ISENS.

g and Let5MICH.
DARDS_

the Republicans of that city, in Tammany
Hall, in honor of his victories in the North
Foreign Intelligence.—The ship Sheffield
Washington, July 4, 1840.—The bill pas TWiM?Y*-§1xJh CONGRESS...........FIRST SESSION.
and
West, before Gen. Jackson was known
SATURDAY, JULY 18, 1840.
arrived at New York, bringing Liverpool pa sed last evening for winding up the affairs of
as
a
hero or had gained a battle.
pers to June 15th, one day later than the our District Banks, has sadly marred the joy
WHIG^^OMÍÑATÍOÑi
IN SENATE.
It is well known that Gen. Jackson did
news by the Great Western.
ous proceedings of to-day. There is scarcely
MONDAY, JULY 6.
There was a riot at Limerick,
Ireland, on .a farmer or storekeeper
who is not. dependent,
not “admire” the civil or military talents of
1 he Senate uau
had Hu
an uAeuutive
Executive session, to
i
/it
> *
. .
FOR PRESIDENT,
the first of June. mi
The people in great num- .in some way, upon the banks, and the sudden confirm the appointment of a batch nf p Jt
Gen. Washington, but, with three or four
Vlth loaves
nnvpfi nn
-____
1 '
vi i ufcl
bers carried poles with
on thorn
them, nrvinrr
crying ! nnll
call thnt
that will
will npop»«nrilv
necessarily ho.
be tnnrlo
made for nannv.
repay- 1_____
W1IÆÏAW H. HAKRISONT, others, voted against a resolution of appro
masters.
“ down with the forestallers.” They seized ment- of discounts, cannot fail to produce the
The revenue bill, which has passed the
OF OHIO.
bation of the Father of his Country, which
a number of carts and wagons, despoiled greatest distress. I understand the amount House, known as Mr. Adams’ bill, was then
them of their vegetables and provision and of discounts from the six Banks is two mil taken up and discussed :—numerous amend
passed both Houses of Congress. It is well
FOR VICE PRESIDENT.
then bundled 16 of them into the river. A lions of dollars.
known, too, that Harrison considered the
ments were proposed, some of which were
regiment of infantry could make no head
JOIIÄ TYiÆR,
adopted.
conduct of Jackson, in the Seminole War,
against the rioters, and they were not dis
Mr. Speaker Hunter.—The Richmond pa
OF VIRGINIA.
indefensible in some points, and that among
persed until a regiment of artillery was pers contain a letter from the Hon. R. M. T.
.
TUESDAY, JULY 7.
brought to hear upon them.
the earliest official acts of Gen. Jackson was
Hunter, Speaker of the House of Represen
The
committee
to
whom
was
referred
the
FOR electors AT LARGE.
Tn Spain, success attended the movements tatives, announcing that he cannot support • House Bill upon mileage, made a report
the recal of Gen. Harrison from Colombia,
ISAAC ILSLEY, of Portland.
of the Queen’s troops and the war was draw Gen. Harrison nor Mr. Van Buren for Presi which was ordered to be printed and report
made
whither he had been sent as Minister, by our
u
made
ISAAC
HODSDON,
o/*
Corinth.
ing to a close.
dent. Occupying thus a neutral position he-' the order of the day for Thursday. The bill |
Government, but a few months before. The
New complications have sprung up in the tween the parties, he declines a re-election to to regulate the pay of officers of the
FOR DISTRICT ELECTORS.
navy ( CHARLES 'rKArru«,/or
TRAFTON, for lori.
York.
public can judge, therefore, whether the o«Go.‘ "1....
. i
7"ie ^'J'ohakljks
sulphur question, and the British Govern Congress. But while he does this he has ta 1was,
--- -alte
r. -i a«- somewhat
close discussion, laid RUFUS K. GOODENOW, for Oxford.
ment had resolved on sending six ships of ken care, in (he course of his letter, to con Oil
I If P on mntmn
pinions in question are based upon sound
on tllR
the tri
table,
motion of its friends. mi
The !
the line to Naples. A French squadron of tradict the reports that have been circulated bill to ensure the more faithful collection of
and honest principles, or are the offspring of
FOR GOVERNOR.
the same force was to proceed thither.
of his being in favor of the sub-Treasury bill the revenue (Mr. Adams’s) was ordered to be
partizan feeling and personal malignity.
MOT,
Paris was visited on the 2d of June with a just passed, or of the anti-bank policy of the engrossed,
32 to 6.
tremendous thunder storm, which continued administration. He entirely disapproves of
Gen. Jackson’s letter will fail of producing
OF BANGOR.
when the mail left.
the crusade against the banks.—N. Y. Com.
the intended effect. It is too barefaced.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 8.
The coffin is preparing which is to receive
I he bill to establish ports of entry on the FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS—YORK!i Those who were his supporters while Chief
the remains of Napoleon al St. Helena. It is
Accidents on the Fourth Instant.—In New Western frontier, in order to allow goods car
COUNTY.
Magistrate may respect him still,—but they
to be solid ebony, in the shape of the ancient York, a son ofD. W. Clarke, six years old, ried by the conductors into Mexico the bene DANIEL GOODENOW, of Alfred.
sarcophagi, and large enough to enclose the had one of his eyes destroyed with a rocket fit
know he has his weak points as well as oth
of
drawback,
was
passed,
with
a
provision
coffins in which the Emperor lies at St. Hel called a “ double header.”
er men, and they know that such an attempt
FOR SENATORS—YORK COUNTY.
to guard against fraudulent re-importation.
ena, so that his ashes maj' not be disturbed.
JOHN SANBORN, of Limerick.
to influence public opinion is not only inju
A
similar
bill
in
relation
to
the
intercourse
A
boy,
named
Donnelly,
had
a
number
of
THOMAS CARLE, of Hollis.
We perceive from our intelligence that the f
crackers in his hat, and a fire serpent fnl- between the United States and Upper Cana JOHN L. LAWRENCE, of Kittery.
dicious, but deserving reprobation. They
Thomas Coults, which sailed from China on fire
ling into his hat, as he ’held"¡tin his hand, an da was taken up, but the mover forbearing to
will not take Gen. Jackson’s word in prefer
the 4th of February, had reached the Cape of explosion
took place which severely burned pi ess it, was laid on the table for this session.
FOR COUNTY TREASURER.
Good Hope, on her way to London. She him.
ence to the promptings of common sense—
The
bill
to
cheek
the
diffusion
of
intelli

ARCHIBALD SMITH, of Alfred.
has brought intelligence that the Chinese
against the unquestionable testimony of history
Several ladies as they were passing through gence, providing penalties against the trans
were determined to resist all attempts at ac
portation
of
newspapers,
was
taken
up,
and
A
letter,
over
the
signature
of
Andrew
& against lhe lessons of instruction which the
the
streets,
were
insulted
by
vile
fellows
who
commodation, excepting on their own terms.
meeting with vigorous opposition was laid Jackson, is now going the rounds of the ruinous measures of the administration are
They had purchased some European ships, threw serpents upon their clothes, which on
the table. The bill for the benefit of the
with the intention of arming and manning were thus set on fire, and their persons were
Georgia, Florida and Alabama Railroad bein<r political journals, in which the author gives teaching them. An empty treasury, paralyz
them for the approaching war with Great injured and endangered.
his opinions of the character and policy of ed industry, increased expenditures, and the
Britain. The next overland mail, which may
One of these missels lodged in the bosom before the Senate, Mr. Benton made a speech
be expected to reach England, will probably of a young gentleman, by which his clothes against it and moved its indefinite postpone lhe present Chief Magistrate and of the overthrow of that policy of the Government
claims of the whig candidate for the Presi under which our country attained its great
contain some very important intelligence—to were destroyed and his breast severely burn ment. It was laid over for one day.
ed.
a much later date.—Liverpool Standard.
dency, for the benefit of the public. The ness, are home thrusts in the way of argu
m,
. ...
.
THURSDAY, JULY 9.
One passed up the back of a gentleman’s
lhe bill limiting the term of the U. S. burden of the epistle is, that his confidence ment which outweigh the personal “ opin
The Post Office Bill.—We publish below coat and he was considerably burned before
Judges was taken up. A motion was made in Mr. Van Buren is unimpaired—that lhe ions” of any man, be he friend or foe.
the bill reported by the Post Office Commit he could get his ruined clothes off.
by Mr. Clay, to lay the bill on the table, which measures of the administration, more espe
tee in the House of Representatives, for fur
As a procession was entering a church, to was negatived, 21 to 22. In the course of the
APPOÏNTM ENT BY THeTrESIDENT,
ther regulating the Post Office department.
cially those relating to the fiscal concerns of
By and with. the advice and consent of the
Was such a restriction on the freedom of in hear an oration, a swivel was discharged on discussion, Mr. Calhoun said, that any attempt
Senate.
tercourse ever before attempted in a free the opposite side of the street, and a frag to change lhe present judicial system would the country, meet his hearty approval—that
country ? “ It shall not be lawful for any ment of the piece struck the sexton of the be eminently disastrous.-Mr. Allen said he he looks upon General Harrison as the rep
Joseph
P.
Junkins,
Collector of the Cus
stage, rail-road car, or other vehicle, which church on his forehead with such violence as looked on the life tenure system as anti-A resentative of“ federal principles in the pres toms nt York, Maine, from the 1st July, 1840,
to
fracture
his
skull.
merican,
and
adverse
to
American
liberty,
regularly performs trips on any post road, or
ent contest,” and that he “ never admired vice Mark Dennet, resigned.
A man went into the river to bathe, and lhe bill was postponed to Monday, by 21 to
on a road parallel thereto, to convey letters or
him as a military man, or considered him
19,
in
order
to
take
up
the
Mileage
bill.
[This tells but half the story.—Mark Den
was
drowned.
packets coniairnng any written or printed pie
possessing the qualities which constitute lhe nett has indeed resigned, after holding the
ces ofpaper F The transmission not only of
A man was found in Chatham street in the
FRIDAY, JULY 10.
letters, but of newspapers, pamphlets, hand morning with a severe cut in his head. He
commander of an army.”
office about eleven years, and has been rotat
Mr. Clay called up the Mileage bill, sent
bills, and even books, except by mail, is here was sent to the watch-house and afterwards
Il is a remarkable paper, both as respects ed in to another office—that of Keeper of Boon
from the House of Representatives some
prohibited. There is not even an exception to the hospital.
weeks since, and in a speech of great elo the character of its statements and the pe Island Light, with a salary of $600 per an
in favor of the business of the owners of the
Several fires occurred in the course of the
stage, vehicle, or rail-road. Even the way day, supposed to be occasioned mostly by the quence and ability set forth the shameful a- culiar position of the individual who utters num.—The management of this affair, take
buses that had been practised under the law. them.— When before, in the history of our it all in all, is among the most curious of the
bills of passengers, the daily accounts and reckless use of fire crackers and rockets.
In some cases of persons living near each
bills, relating to business from station to sta
A fire broke out in the store of Hyacinth other, there was the difference of between Country, has one who has been promoted many novel manœuvres practiced by modern
tion on rail-roads, are subject to the interdict.
For every violation of this interdict, by whom Yvelin, in Fulton street, attended with the 625 miles and 270,-and in others the differ to the highest office in their gift and retired office holders.
from his high station, entered the political
Dennett, as Collector of York, received less
soever committed, the owner of the stage, loss of a mother and her son. Mr. Yvelin ence between 708 and 447,
An amendment making the shortest mail
vessel, or the proprietors of the rail road are was agent for a celebrated pyrotechnist, for
than
$300 per annum, (and a relative, son we
arena
and
attempted
to
influence
lhe
People
the sale of fire works, and had various kinds route the standard of distance, was agreed to
to be liable to a penalty of fifty dollars.
in the decision of their elections—appeared believe, a little rising $200 as Inspector,) and
in
his
store
:
as
follows:
Yeas
26,
Nays
14.
Boston Duily Adv.
The bill as amended was ordered to be en as the champion of one candidate and the had held lhe office eleven years. Junkins
The fire was occasioned by a ‘ serpent’ or
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of chaser, which some boys exploded on the grossed by the following vote :
reviler of another .?—It is without precedent, was appointed Keeper of Boon Island Light
Representatives of the United States of Ameri side walk, and which, in its serpentine
Yeas—31.—Nays—9.
and its gross impropriety must be felt and a few years since. The affair has been now
ca in Congress assembled, That it shall not be course, ran into the store and ignited the fire
acknowledged by every intelligent reader. so managed that Dennett has resigned,
lawful for any stage, rail road car, or other works within ; which caused an explosion
SATURDAY, JULY 11.
vehicle, which regularly performs trips on a- that forced up the floor and soon wrapt the
The Bill to recharter the District Banks It was doubted, for several days after its and Junkins takes the Collectorship, and his
ny post road, or on a road parallel to it, to building in flames. Mrs. Yvelin was ill in was taken up, Mr. Allen and Mr. Tappan first publication, by many of both parties, brother, Luther Junkins, is appointed Inspecconvey letters or packets containing any bed in a room on the second floor, and her poured in whole strings of amendments, the
whether the article was what it purported to tor’. Dennett succeeds Junkins as Light
written or printed pieces of paper; nor shall son, nine years old, and another boy in an ad least of which would he fatal to the bill. The be.
a letter frnin OY. Prosirlnnt- Innbenn Anri I Hol
it be lawful, without the authority and con joining room. Mr. Yvelin, finding it impos Senate look a short Executive Session at five be, a letter from ex-President Jackson, and House Keeper, at $600 per annum. The
sent of the Postmaster General, for any steam sible to ascend the stairs, went into the next o’clock, and then adjourned.
by no class of our citizens is it read with reasons for these movements we do not pre
boat, packet boat, or other vessel, that regular house and forcing out a passage window be
more surprise and heartfelt regret than by tend thoroughly to understand. The gener
ly plies on any water declared to be a post tween the two buildings, saw the helpless in
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
those who were among the honest support al impression seems to be that Junkins ei
road, to convey any letter or packet, except nocents playing unconscious of their danger.
MONDAY, JULY 6.
ers of the last administration.
ther dislikes the rock or considers that Den
such as relate to some part of the cargo. He reached out his hand, dragged out one
he House was engaged most of the day
And for every violation of the provisions of child it was not his son. Returning in on 1the
Even though there were nothing offensive nett, as a leader, is entitled to obedience,
Navy Appropriation bill.
this section, the owner of the carriage or stantly, he attempted to save the other, but
to republican feelings and to propriety in and thus willingly acquiesces in the change,
other vehicle, boat or vessel, and the corpora the flames at that moment burst through the
|the
Il Q active
n 1 VQ linterference
ri t r-»
I . « 17^Ex-President
.. T>
TUESDAY, JULY 7.
of ♦the
and that Dennett, . VMKIVU
havingC : sagacity
enough
—.............. iLJ
UUUUgH
tion or other proprietors of the rail road over room, and in snatching at his son, who ex
A resolution was adopted calling upon the
which such car may be conveyed, shall in claimed, ‘ Oh, father !’ he only caught his Secretary
in
the
political
questions
of
the
day
—still his to perceive that the prospect of the continuof
the
Treasury
to
report,
by
the
cur a penalty of fifty dollars. And the per cap, and was himself compelled to retreat next session of Congress, a statement of the statements are entitled to no weight whatever ! ance of the present administration is very
son who has charge of such carriage, rail from the dense volume of smoke that rolled total
expense of the Florida War. Mr. Pick from the circumstances under which they are ' small, has abandoned lhe collectorship and
road car, or other vehicle, packet boat, steam upon him. On coming down he fainted, and ens, from
Committee on Foreign affairs, made and the character of his declarations. ! taken the Light House, because he considers
boat, or vessel may be prosecuted for a viola on recovering, exclaimed, ‘ O God ! my wife reported a the
making appropriations for the
tion of this provision, and the property in his and child.’ Since then he has been quite de survey of bill
North Eastern Boundary, He approves, as a matter of course, of the i that the Collectors will be among the first
charge may be levied on and sold in satisfac lirious. Mrs. Yvelin, but a short time previ which was the
read
twice and referred. The management of Mr. V. Buren, who came into j who are reformed, and that the Light House
tion of the penalty and costs of suit.
ous to the breaking out of the fire, had happi rest of the morning hour was spent in a de office pledged “to follow in the footsteps of i Keepers will he among the last, and per
Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, That no ly sent a servant out with the young chil bate upon the joint resolution of the Senate,
il is predecessor,” and who was put in nom- j haps escape the process entirely. We give
person, other than the Postmaster General, dren, who were thus providentially saved.
relative to rhe presents from the Imaum of
or his authorized agents, shall set up any foot,
The whole of the building was soon one Muscat. The Bankrupt Bill was next taken ¡nation and aided during the canvass, by ¡these merely as the surmises of some of their
horse or stage post, for the conveyance of any sheet of fire from the combustible nature of from lhe Speaker’s table with a view to its his influence and exertions. It was expect neighbors, (who have a right to speculate a
letters or packets, upon any post road which the commodities in the store; and althoughfJ reference.
K,... v. x....
Mr. .Pickens,
ivnuuB, alter
after adverting to ed that him of “ the Hermitage” approved ! little about the matter,) w¡them expressing
is or may be established as such by law ; nor several attempts were made to enter the up-„ the late .period of the______
session,, which
preclud...... H
,cvlMu the measures of his protege and follower.
' any opinon on the subject— lea vise;
our
shall it be lawful for any post, express or com per rooms, by means of ladders, still they.. I ed a fair
<a,r discussion, and moreover, that the
thThe
opinion,
however,
that
Gen.
Harri

readers to decide whether they- are probable
mon carrier, not authorized by the Postmast were all in vain, and the house was entirely bill if it passed ---11 not■ go into operation
would
er General, passing in cars over any rail road, destroyed, with Mrs. Y. and her son.—Dur before February next, moved to lay it on the son “is the representative of federal princi or not. The facts as to the changes iu the
or in a steamboat over any water declared to ing the fire a fireman was ran over by a fire table, which motion prevailed. Yeas 101 — ples in the present Contest” is at once gratu- several offices are as stated, and certainly af
be a post road, to convey any letter or sealed engine and his life is despaired of.
Nays 89.
¡tous and groundless. Are not his princi- [ ford a remarkable instance of party mancetipacket, for which he shall receive any com
The Navy appropriation bill was then ta
Uorinno
---------1
f
H. C. Hardinge, while ramming home the
pensation for carrying the same. And every charge of a fowlingpiece, had his elbow shat ken up, the question being on an amendment, pies, as expressed in various letters and doc
person who shall offend herein, shall, for tered so badly by the premature explosion of appropriating $60,000 for the commence uments, emphatically republican—are not|I These facts furnish food for reflection.
each offence, incur a penalty not exceeding the charge, that the amputation of the arm ment of a third steam vessel of war, which many of the most prominent democrats of The party in power are unceasingly prating
fifty dollars: Provided, That it shall be law was necessary.
was agreed to. The bill was passed at a late the Jeffeison and Madison schools among about ‘democracy’—unceasingly charging
ful for any one to send letters or packets by
hour.
bis most prominent supporters ? Did not upon their opponents the sin of ‘ federalism»
A
boat,
containing
four
men
and
a
female,
special messenger: And provided also, That
Jefferson
honor him with offices of great
this act shall not apply to any steamboat or was upset in the North River and one man,
of ‘ aristocracy,’ and lhe like. Compare
WEDNESDAY, JULY 8.
vessel, or any person on board thereof, com named J. Manners, was drowned.
A memorial was presented from Mr, Trist responsibility, confer upon him extraordina their professions with their practice, as ex
ing from any port iu any foreign country into
Occident al Portsmouth.—At the Van Bu American Consul at Havana. A memorial
any port or place in the United States.
ren celebration on the fourth, at Portsmouth, from Naval Officers at that port against Mr. ry powers, repose in him unlimited confi hibited in the recent movements in York,.—
a tent was erected in which the oration was Trist was also presented, and both were dence ? Did not Madison also honor him and these are but fair samples of the inove(□^During Gen. Harrison’s speech at delivered. A part of the procession had referred to the Committee on Commerce, with important trusts ? Has he not through ■ menis of the leaders throughout the Union
Cleveland, some one in the crowd called out gone in, and were seated when the seats and ordered to be printed. The joint resolu life, shown himself “ honest, capable and —and what do we learn ?—One of the fun
to him for a declaration of principles. The gave way, and about thirty persons were tion respecting the Muscat presents was then faithful to the constitution ?”—He, then damental doctrines of democracy is rotation in
“ old man eloquent” stopped a moment to wounded. No person was killed, and but taken up and Mr. Adams spoke on it till the
listen to the call, and then replied in sub one, a child, was believed to be fatally hurt. expiration of the morning hour. A motion who declares him to be the representative of office—not changing from one office to anoth
stance as follows : “I make no pledges. Your The wounded were immediately removed to to reconsider the vote by which the Navy Ap the federal party, certainly disregards all the er, but holding it but for short periods. It is
President is not the man to enact laws. Go
~ the neighboring houses, and the services pro propriation Bill, (including the Dry Dock evidence bearing upon the case and asks the sound doctrine and the people so consider it.
and elect your Congress, and instruct them ceeded as though nothing had happened.
Appropriation) was passed, was made and re public to believe his simple declaration in How is it carried out by the self-styled Dem
Lowell Courier.
. in every thing concerning the laws you wish
jected. The House then took up the Army preference to the mass of evidence which goes
ocrats ? Dennett, after being Collector for
enacted, and should I be the successful canBoys Killed.—A lad, the son of Mr. Appropriation Bill.
J
to show that the fact is precisely the reverse eleven years,—(an office which is a complete
didate, I will endeavor to ‘ see that the laws Thomas Biasland, apothecary, at South Bosfounci in a dying state on the South
of his statement.
are faithfully executed,’ and when I shall
snail ton,
sinecure—all pay and no labor)—and receiv
.
THURSDAY, JULY 9.
have done that, the duties of the Executive, Bndge, opposite Wheeler’s grain store, about
lhe principal business was the consider
ing, personally, about 3000 dollars, and in the
Gen.
Jackson
has
no
opinion
of
Gen.
according to my notion, will have been ful half past 10 Saturday night—he was recog ation of the Army bill.
Harrison’s military talents. Leaving the family about $5000, resigns for the sake of
filled.”
nized and carried home, where he died ten
The gentleman in the crowd replied, on or fifteen minutes afterwards. It is supposed
propriety and modesty of expressing such being transferred to a more lucrative office, of
„
FRIDAY, JULT 10.
General Harrison’s asking “ if the gentleman he must have been overrun by some vehicle,
1 he House went again into Committee of “ opinions,” (situated as are the accuser and receiving $600 instead of less than $300 per
was answered,” that he was satisfied. And or that he fell from one.
the Whole and resumed the consideration of lhe accused.) out of the question, it is most ann., & Junkins resigns a birth which ha has
held some time, with the understanding that he
so said they all, and so say we.—Buffalo Com.
Another lad, by the name of Homans, was the Army Bill.
thrown out from a cart, in which he was re
Mr. Stanly took the floor, and commenced truly bordering very strongly on the arrogant shall receive another appointment, which will
A Sign.—We understand that Mr. Van turning from the fireworks, about the same a speech in which he alluded to the abuses for the ex-President to ask the People to val afford him an opportunity to help a relative to
Buren’s elegant mansion at Kinderhook, has hour, and his head striking the curb stone, practised in the affairs of the Florida Cam ue lightly the services of Harrison in the a share of the loaves and fishes of office.—Is
been undergoing extensive repairs—and the his skull was fractured. He survived lhe ac paign. He had not concluded when the field, on his bare opinion, against the testi this democracy ? Are not the party in pow
er, while preaching democracy, carrying out
House adjourned.
grounds have been newly laid out with cident but a few hours.
mony of Presidents Madison and Monroe, of the aristocratic principles to lhe very letter ?
great taste. Mr. Van Buren, whose political
Fires.—On the 3d inst. a fire broke out in
the Congress of the United States, the Leg —- Ano-her doctrine of democracy is, that the
sagacity is well known, is evidently (and
SATURDAY, JULY 11.
bcbenectady, N. Y., which consumed four
wisely) preparing for retirement.
Seamen and Consuls.—The House today, islatures of Kentucky and Indiana, and eve will of the people is the supreme law, that
teen buildings.
passed one most important bill,—the Senate ry officer and soldier, of untarnished fame, officers of the Government are the servants
of the people—appointed to execute their
The notice of a Log Cabin raising at Cher Oilst in8L property to the amount of, bill to regulate the shipment and discharge of
ry Valley, N. Y., on Friday last drew togeth $10,000 was destroyed by fire in Troy, N Y seamen, and the duties of Consuls. Mr. Cur who ever served under him. There is a wishes. How much had the people to do
On the 28th tilt. 15 or 20,000 dollars worth tis reported it, and made some remarks as to meanness,—a contemptible littleness, in thus with these changes ? The office holders
er at that place, from SEVEN TO TEN
P.’’0?’0!?1 ™eH of ihe Pa/^’ OH,y
THOUSAND Freemen ! It was the largest of property was destroyed by fire in Kees- the necessity of speedy action upon it. The atlempting to tarnish the fame of a Defender!
r i• ,
weie consulted. If the question had been
House then took him at his word, and passed , . • n
political gathering, we believe, ever known ville, N. Y.
So
it
wants
only
’
thV
signMure
1
i
,
°
“
nt
'
y
’
°
vvh
’
ch
no
honorable
man
submitted
to
lhe People of the collectoral disAll these fires are supposed to have been it off hand. S? h
•
1
in this State. Nothing could exceed the en
— rPresident
.coluent to
become
aa law,
S
ought to be guilty. The New-York Star re- Jb ict of York, would they have sanctioned
ofmi
the
to
become
law
thusiasm and good feeling which pervaded caused by incendiaries.
<
The Army
Appropriation Bill was taken rnarks 5n reference to this point, that Gen. I t!liS change ?’—would they have carried out
the vast multitude I—Otsego Rep.
Cases of Small Pox exist in Seabrook, N. H.
up, and Mr. Stanly concluded his speech?..... Harrison had a public dinner given him by j
a manner ?
Dennett tQ
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transfer the collectorship to Junkins and his i (p^The whigs of Franklin County and vi- j The Whig County Celebration still dis- | The “ Beaver City Chronicle,” at Rochesfamily, and receive as pay the office of Junk- cinity celebrated the 4th at East-Wilton,
our neighbors w.
of the Democrat, render ter, Pa. and the ‘‘Geauga Freeman,” at Char‘ ...... —• i;turbs
----- —
PROBATE NOTICES,
ing, which for some good reason suits him About 3000 persons were present. The pro-1 ing th«™
i., exceedingly waspish, but don, Ohio, hitherto ardent supporters of the
them not —
only
better ? They would have done no such thing, cession was escorted by the New Sharon leading them to give utterance to declarations administration, have hauled down the Van
« Court of Probate held at Limerick,
The leaders would not dare to submit such a Light Infantry and Wilton Artillery Compa- of which they will themselves be ashamed Buren Flag and run up the broad and bright
within and for the County of York, on the
know
that
by
they
cooler.
"‘
'
” *'■
“* it‘ nies. The
rr” Oration,
•
■ Richard
«--« ’ H.
” Vose of j when **. grow somewhat
’ ‘
1 ”r We regret
' banner of Harrison and Tyler.
proposition to them. r'They
first Monday in July, in the year of our Lord
would not be entertained for a moment—that' Augusta, was a production of great merit, that they should lay the matter so much al
eighteen hundred andforty, by the"Hon. WM.
After the Collation several addresses were heart, and permit it to “ urge them on” to the
it would be rejected with scorn.
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
Isaac Hill has been appointed Receiver
j perpetration of words of such awful import, & General of the Public Money, under the Sub
Will not the people look at these things— made, and several Harrison songs sung.
OHN STORER, guardian of Abigail Lit
not as partizans, but as independent freemen
“ The festivities of the day were closed by ; assertions that cannot claim^ the most distant Treasury law, to be “ located” at Boston.
tlefield, a minor and child of Nathaniel
with honest Truth. They re
—not as supporters of men, but of great pnn-1 a display of fire-works. After a flight of acquaintance
Littlefield, late of Wells, in said County, yeo
‘
The Vice President visited New York, and man, deceased, having presented his ac
ciples which are the “ark of our safety as a rockets, a minature building, illuminated, i view our account of the proceedings of the
nation” ? About the facts stated there exists' with the words “ Sub Treasury” cut through ; day, in an article of some two columns, which the intermediate cities between New York count of guardianship of his said ward for
allowance :
not a doubt. If such things are right, let1 the front, was projected from the factory, } is headed in the chaste and courteous words and Washington, last week.
them say so—if not, let them put forth efforts } and suspended about 25 feet from the ground.! that follow : “ Federal Powwow at Kenne
ORDERED—That the said guardian
to “ reform abuses” and restore to the people ( A minature log cabin, also illuminated, was bunk.” Then follow some very nice calcu
Counterfeits of the St. Croix Bank, Me. are give notice to all persons interested, by caus
ing a copy of this order to be published
that sovereignty which a band of office hold-I then seen to leave the belfry of the factory lations, to show that the number of voters in circulation.
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
ers are disregarding and trampling under and approach the sub-treasury ; the moment here, belonging to the County, “ would not
their feet.]
they came in contact, a match from the cab amount to half the number” at the Van
Appointment.—Dr. Cyrus Knapp, of Au Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
in ignited the former, the cabin fell back, and Buren Convention at Alfred. This is perfect gusta, has been appointed Superintendent of ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
to be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on
POLITICAL MOVEMENTS.
in an instant the sub treasury was blown into nonsense, which we presume they do not be the Insane Hospital.
lieve themselves and are much mistaken if
the first Monday of August next, at ten of the
__ , large a portion of our columns were oc-atoms, amid the shouts of the multitude ; the
So
copied last week with the details of the Whig
cabin then returned to the spot, and they expect any one else to credit. We be
Boundary Correspondence.—The cor clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
~_________________
j r-i i i
•
• threw up a rocket from ns chamber window lieved the number present to be 5000, and respondence recently communicated to the they have, why the same should not be al
County
Convention and
Celebration,
at .)this
still so believe. We heard it estimated high Senate, in relation to the Boundary Ques lowed.
place, that we were under the necessity of o-i
_
Attest, Wm Cutter Allen, Register.
er hy many, and lower by a few. The pre tion, will be found our first page. It is of a
A true copy,-—Attest,
mining several articles which we purposed to I ff^The whigs of the upper part of Ox- cise number of voters belonging to the coun very pacific character, and so far is well—but
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
we know not—r.ot far, we should judge, the actual settlement of the question is still
lay before our readers. These we have con ford county celebrated the 4th at Livermore ty
June 18.
however,
from
3000.
Our
only
information
densed for the present number and the gist corner, in good style. Henry W. Paine of as to the number at Alfred is derived from far off, or at least so it would seem.
Hallowell delivered an address to some four intelligent and candid men of the Van Buren
At a Court of Probate held at Limerick, within
of them will be found below, together with teen
or fifteen hundred good men and true.
and for the County of York, on the first Mon-r
Haying.—Our agricultural friends will find
party,
who
were
there,
and
set
it
down
—
vo

condensed accounts of whig county celebra
day of July, in the year oj our Lord eight
several articles on this seasonable topic on
ters,
boys,
&c.,
—
at
not
exceeding
.1500.
—
As
tions, conventions and gatherings, notices of
(Qr^The whtgs of Gorham and the neigh to the “exertions” made “to get together a our first page. The writers do not agree up
een hundred and forty, by the Hon. WIL
LIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
which have come to hand during the present boring towns celebrated the fourth in capital large gathering” here, and the disappointment
on
the
mooted
point,
as
to
the
best
method
EDWARD E. BOURNE, named Execu
week. We invite for them a careful perusal. style, by a Procession, Oration, &c. &c.
in not realizing our expectations, we presume
tor in a certain instrument purporting
we know quite as much as our neighbors,— of cuting hay—but the reader can hear both
They afford satisfactory evidence that the
A Whig County Convention, for Washing and we do know that no extraordinary exer sides, throw in his own experience and obser to be the last will and testament of Stephen
people are moving. They are better than ton, was held at Machias, on the 8th inst. tions were made—that the people came of
Tucker, late of Kennebunk, in said county,
vation, and then draw his own conclusions.
deceased, having presented the same for pro
Joseph C. Noyes of Eastport presided. A their own accord,—that the number present
columns of declamation.
series of Resolutions was adopted, one of
Accident.—While Mr. James Page, of Bux bate :
Celebration at Baldwin.—The celebra which approves in the strongest terms of the was much larger than was anticipated, and
ORDERED—That the said Executor
ton,
was standing on the end of a floor plank
that
all
were
most
heartily
welcomed.
We
tion of the 4th, at Baldwin, in Cumberland nomination of Mr. Kent for Governor. The
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
on
Usher
’
s
bridge
(so
called,)
and
viewing
the
County, was a grand affair. Benjamin Chad- Convention was addressed by several gentle know, too, that some of our Van Buren
ing a copy of this order to be published three
friends boasted before the 4th that the col operations of some workmen below, on Fri weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
bourne, Esq. of Standish acted as Chief Mar
lection at Alfred would out-number that here, day, 3d inst., the plank broke and he fella zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
shal and was assisted by 8 gentlemen as Aids. men with much spirit and ability.
two to one, and that since the fourth nothing distance of 19 feet on to some rocks below,
Gen. James Irish of Gorham acted as Presi
whigs of Lincoln County celebrated has been said by them on the subject.—Ac fracturing his skull and breaking several of that they may appear at a Probate Court to
dent of the Day, and was assisted by 10 gen theThe
be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the
4th, at Bath, in grand style. The ad
tlemen as Vice Presidents. Every one of the dress by Wm. Pitt Fessenden of Portland, cording to all accounts those who congregat his ribs and his collar bone. He re*uained first Monday r/i August next, at ten of the
in
the
most
excruciating
pain
until
Sunday
ed
at
Alfred
made
all
the
“
noise,
parade
and
officers of the day were supporters of Van was worthy the high reputation of that gen
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
Buren at the time of his election and are now tlemen, and was listened to by some 1200 display” they could, and if any thing was last, when he expired.—Portland Adv.
they have, why the said instrument should
lacking in this particular, it was not for want
supporters of Gen. Harrison.—A procession persons.
not be moved, approved and allowed as the
HYMENEAL,
of disposition. The word “ display” we sup
was formed at Mr. Carey’s hotel, which mov
Fast-will an(I testament of the said deceased.,
pose is a hit at the banners and emblems in
ed to a Grove selected for the purpose, where,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
MARRIED
—
In Wells, 5th, Mr. < oshua BragThe whigs at Houlton, Me. celebrated the the procession here. Such “ display" is quite don, 3d, to Miss Isabella
after a few brief introductory remarks by
A true copy—Attest,
Littlefield,
late
anniversary
of
our
National
Independ

common,
and
we
perceive
by
the
notices
of
Wm. Cutter Allen,. Register.
Gen. Irish, Francis O. J. Smith addressed
In Gorham, Mr. Micajah C. Str ”1! Çjï LirningJuly 18.
the audience lor upwards of three hours in a ence by a Procession, Oration, Public Din Sabbath School Celebrations in various parts ton, to Miss Olive F. Jackson, of G.
ner,
&c.
&c.
of the country, that Banners were borne in
In Portsmouth, 4th inst. Mr. John T Clifford
speech of great excellence. We subjoin a
many of the processions of Parents, Teach of Kittery, to Miss Hannah Thurston ofP.
few extracts from the notice of the celebra
IN MASSACHUSETTS.
ers and Children. So far as we can learn
tion, as given in the Argus-Revived.
OBITUARY.
The whigs of Boston enjoyed a “ Harrison the whigs throughout the county were
“ Among the incidents of pleasing omen
not only satisfied, but pleased, and delighted
DIED—At Baton Rogue. La., 22d ult., Mr.
which marked the day, was a procession of’ Jubilee,” in the 12th Ward, on the 4th. The with the Celebration at Kennebunk. It was
IS removed .to
about 150 citizens of Cornish who came in arrangements were made by the whigs of the a “ proud day for Old York”—it proved “ to George Fletcher, aged 31 years, late Principal
MINOT’S BUILDING,
wagons, and hay carts, and chaises, drawn by four Southerly wards and were admirable. a demonstration” that the whigs are “ up and of Baton Rogue Academy, and son of the late
CORNER OF
Nathaniel H. Fletcher, formerly of this
excellent teams of horses, preceded by a band The procession numbered 1500, as many as doing”—that they are receiving accessions Rev.
DEVONSHIRE STREET
of music, bearing banners and inscriptions the Dining Hall would hold. The fare on to their ranks, that they are encouraged and town.
In this town, 15th inst. Mrs. Eliza Hanscomb,
SPRING LA?iE.
denoting the responsive feelings with which the Table was plain and substantial. After determined to labor manfully for the glorious daughter of Mr. Nathaniel Hatch,aged 37 years.
they approached the patriotic movers of the the removal of the cloth, speeches were made principles of the whigs of’76, at the fall elec
In Acton, 27th ult. (drowned) Joseph Remick,
by
Samuel
Greele,
President
of
the
Day
;
celebration—the citizens of Baldwin and Setions. And it is the knowledge of all these jun. aged 17 years.
bago who dared to say to Van Burenism, i/tws John Holmes of Thomaston ; Mr. Bigelow, sober truths that makes our Democrat friends
In Dover, N. H. Mr. William Emery, formerly
Secretary of State; William Brigham (recent
of Shapleigh, aged 56 years.
far, and no farther !
so
uneasy,
causes
them
to
say
so
many
sil

police.
In Kittery, Miss Eunice Pillsbury, aged 80
We noticed one banner in the team upon ly from North Bend ;) Col. Kinsman of Port ly things and to tremble for the consequences.
land ; Mr. E. Rhodes, r sign painter from
years.
"WTOTICE
is
hereby
given,
that
the subscriwhich was inscribed as follows :—
Walpole ; a soldier who served under Gen. The readers of their own paper must be sat In Buxton, 6th, Mr. Phineas Towle, aged 20
ber has been duly appointed adminis
Isaac Dyer, & 42 others !
Harrison and was wounded at the battle of isfied that if the Celebration here had been years. 5th, Mr. James Page, aged 42 years.
In Biddeford, 19th ult., Mrs. Dorcas, wife of tratrix of the estate of
Another banner inscribed—
Tippecanoe ; Mr. S. W. Sloane, a mechanic as they represent it, they would not be so
JESSE LARRABEE,
Mr.
Elisha Perkins, aged 42 years.
troubled,
nettled
and
‘
rabid.
’
of South Boston ; Maj. Norton, recently a
Harrison fy Tyler !
late of Kennebunk-port, in the county of
In
Portland,
10th,
Samuel
Hale,
Esq.
(long
The
Democrat
quotes
several
of
the
Van Buren man ; G. W. Richardson, of
York, deceased, and has taken upon herself
And another—
Worcester, who voted for Gov. Morton last mottoes on the Banners borne in the Proces know as an extensive mail contractor,) aged 69 that trust by giving bonds as the law directs.
Our Cider is Hard but the Times are Harder ! fall, and who was expected to have been one sion, and in their comments thereon de years.
All persons having demands against said es
Upon one of the wagons was borne a min of the Committee of arrangements for the clare that the supporters of the whig candi
tate are requested to exhibit the same ; and
SHIP NEWS.
iature Log Cabin, ivith the string of the latch Locofoco celebration at Worcester. Several date lor the Presidency do not know what
all persons indebted to said estate are called
floating to the breeze, and not pulled in, and other gentlemen addressed the meeting. his principles are—that Gen. H., “ when en
KENNEBUNK, JUEY 18, 1840.
upon to make payment.
at the corner of the cabin a miniature barrel The Company were enlivened by several gaged in battle” occupied a position “ inva
MEMORANDA.
AUGUSTA M. LARRABEE.
riably
in
the
rear"
—
that
he
lives
in
a
“
splen

labelled, “ Hard Cider."
good Harrison songsand Music by the Mal
At Havana, 29th ult. brig Packet Ward, from
Kennebunk-port, July 4, 1840.
did mansion”—receives 5 or $8000 emol Apalachicola, for New-York, July 1.
The approach of this spirited cavalcade den Band.
uments from an office” which is a perfect sin
was received by the multitude already on the
Cid. at New-York, 11th, Pactolua, Harding,
ME OMW BStATWfl,
ground, who opened on the right ami left, by
The whigs of Plymouth county met at ecure, drinks $4 Brandy and raves about the Mobile.
streets
like
a
madman
—
each,
all
and
every
of
{Tr3 Devoted to CHRISTIANITY, MU
three times three hearty hurrahs, that made Bridgewater to celebrate the 4th. Delega
TUAL RIGHTS, POLITE LITERA
the plains and the valleys around echo like tions poured in from every quarter of the which declarations we beg leave respectfully
the intonations of Freedom itself!”
county with music, banners, flags, Log Cab to say, have been shown over and over again,
AS just received in addition to his for TURE, GENERAL INTELLIGENCE,
AGRICULTURE and the ARTS... P rice,
“After the Address, a collation, spread upon ins, &c. &c. Large delegations were also by the most incontesuble facts, to be false,
mer stock,
an extended table also in the grove, was par present from several towns in Bristol county. groundless and without the shadow of foun
2000yds. English and American Prints; $2 in advance—$2 50 on credit.
The above newspaper is a superb imperial
taken of by the company,—to which succeed The procession numbered probably not less dation. It is intimated, loo, that Gen. H. ap 2000 do. Bro. and Blea. Sheetings and Shirt
ed patriotic addresses from several gentlemen than 5000. An oration was delivered in the proved a Law, to set white men up at Auc ings; Broadcloths; Cassimeres and Saitinets ; sheet, new type, and is intended to be equal,
upon whom calls were made for the purpose. open air by Robt. C. Winthrop, in the morn tion and sell them as slaves [the same law Rich Satin Stripe ; Chaly’s ; Mourning if not superior, to any other paper of its kind
Among the number we recollect the names ing, and animated addresses were delivered in which was approved by Thomas Jefferson, then Lawn ; Fancy Silk Shawls ; Plaid Silk in New England, if not in the United States.
It has already gained admittance, as a
of Mr. Jameson, of Cornish, Mr. Walton, of the afternoon by several gentlemen. “ The President oj the U. S.—Is not this a fact ? We Hdkf’s ; Choppas ; Ceylon Hdkfs.; Raw Silk
Portland, Mr. Allen Haines, of Bangor, Mr. company was enlivened by toasts and songs, pause for a reply.]—that he is an enemy do. ; Cashmere do. ; Col’d Cambrics ; White choice paper, in some thousands of the first
to
Commerce,
to
the
fishermen,
&c.
and
Blake, of Harrison. Sentiments were also and the whole scene was one of unmingled
do. ; Swiss Mull Muslin ; Bleached Drilling ; families extending to the remotest corners
there is a dab at “ Old Nick” of the United White and Col’d Flannels ; Silicias ; Check’d of the most distant States.
given, indicative of the prevailing spirit of the enjoyment.”
States Bank. The people will not be Gingham Cravats ; Coat and Suspender But
Q^The fifth volume, with great improve
occasion by many gentlemen.”
The whigs of Middlesex and the neighbor gulled by such nonsense. They will not be tons ; Italian Sewing Silk ; Marshall’s Linen ments in size, &c. will commence on Satur
n^The friends of “ Harrison and Re ing counties, in Massachusetts, celebrated the lieve that Washington, the Adamses, Jeffer Thread ; Taylor’s Cott. do. Pound and Paper day next, (18th inst.)
(L/^Office of Publication, 62 Corn
form” in Waldo gathered in great numbers at late anniversary of American Independence, son, Madison and Monroe,—the most emi Pins ; Warren’s Drill’d Eyed Needles ; Fac
Belfast in honor of the Nation’s birth day. | on the Battle Ground at Concord, in fine nent of the statesman of the land at the pres tory Warp, Nos. from 7 to 20 ; Silk Cords and hill, Boston.
ent
day
—
the
thousands
and
tens
off
thous

THOM ASF. NORRIS, Editor,
Delegations were present from all parts of the style. From 8 to 10,000 persons were pres
Braids ; White Cott. Hose ; Gent’s Mixed
HENRY C. GOODWIN, Publisher.
county, many oi them with handsome ban ent. A Dinner Pavilion, arranged for seating ands and hundreds of thousands of the Peo Cott. do.; Hooks and Eyes ; Brown Linen
July 15,1840.
nets and one was preceded by a Log Cabin i comfortably 6000, was found to be insuffi ple, of all professions and in all sections of for Jackets ; Bishop’s Lawn ; Book Muslin ;
20 feet in leagtii. The delegations were es cient to accommodate the number who wish the country, who have assembled in Conven Check’d Cambric ; Ladies Paris Kid Gloves ;
"OF
corted into town by the Belfast volunteers. ed to partake of the Collation, and it was de tion to approve the nomination and aid in the Gent’s do.; Ladies Silk do.; Blk., White, and
election
of
Harrison,
are
men
of
no
knowledge,
termined,
nem.
con.,
to
abandon
the
idea
of
Lucius H. Chandler of Thomaston delivered
Col’d Pic Nic do. ; Furniture Patch ; Rib Remaining m the Post Office at Kennebunk
port, July 1, 1840.
an Oration which is highly spoken of, and being seated, and to partake of the food and or judgment or veracity ; and that all the wis bons ; Galloons ; Linen and Cott. Tapes ;
dom
of
the
Union
is
concentrated
in
a
horde
B. C. D. E. G. H.
which was listened to by at least 3000 citi listen to the addresses in a position which
Mourning Hdkfs. ; Fans ; Col’d Spool Cot
of
office
holders,
who
are
“
fighting
for
their
OHN BROWN, 3d,—Joseph Curtis, 2,—
zens. Hon. R. C. Johnson presided at the would enable all to participate. An eloquent
ton ; Pearl Shirt Buttons ; Bone and Metallic
Miss Mary G. Derbon,— Asa English,
table, assisted by Hou. Jos. Williamson, Col. oration was delivered, on the Battle Field, by bread” and those who do their bidding. No. Stay Rings ; Silver Thimbles ; Steel do. ;
Benjamin Emery, Miss Harriott B. English,
Geo. Thatcher, and others as Vico Presidents. Myron Lawrence of Belchertown, after No. This is too bitter a dose—this is “ carry Ivory Combs ; Braces ; Linen Cambric
—Samuel H. Gould, Alexander Gould,—•
After Dinner, addresses were made by Mr. which the procession was reorganized and ing the joke too far” And yet, do not the Hdkfs ; Victoria Robes ; Bed-licking.
Samuel Hill.
Williamson and others, and several patriotic moved to the Pavilion, where toasts were administration papers ask them to do this,
—also—
L. M. P. S. W.
songs were sung. The Locosit) Waldo were given, songs sung, and excellent and elo when they send forth their puerile declama
A general assortment of Groceries, Hard
D. W. Lord, 2, Solomon Leach, Jesse Lar
not a little astonished at such a gathering of quent speeches made—among the Speak tion against Harrison, with the expectation Ware and Crockery ; Scythes; Scythe
the People, who did not bow the knee to the ers was Gen. Wilson of New Hampshire. that it is to be believed and that the voters of Snaiths : Scythe Rifles, and other Farming rabee,— William Mitchell,—Miss Maty A.
the land are to be influenced by it ?
administration. A correspondent of the Ken
Tools ; Painted Pails ; Corn Broom« ; Paints Pitts,—Jeremiah Smith, 2, Clark Sibley,—
nebec Journal thus concludes a description
and Oil ; Gent’s Seal Skin Boots; Misses Kid Nathan Wormwood, Juliett Williams.
IN VERMONT.
The
office
holders
’
Celebration
of
the
4tb,
OLIVER BOURNE, P. M.
of the proceedings of the day :—
(t/^A whig State Convention was held at at Portland, it seems to be admitted on all Slippers for 46 cts. a pr.—a very fair article ;
“ We observed among the mottoes, “No Burlington, Vt. on the 25th ult. which was hands was a decided failure. Great efforts a good assortment of Ladies, Misses, and
Changes, eh !” which was very appropriate, unquestionably the largest gathering of the had been made to get up a rare show and Children’s Shoes ; Men’s and Boy’s do,—
as it was got up by those whoa few months People ever witnessed in the Green Moun- draw out an immense crowd. But five Light Together with a variety of other articles not Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk,
Maine, June 30, 1840.
ago acted with the V. B. party. The federal \ tain State. The procession, formed six Infantry Companies were present, although mentioned—which are offered at very low
A. B.C. D. E. F. G.
loco focos were so infuriated at the simple log abreast, reached 2^ miles and numbered not 25 were invited, and but 25 or 30 military of prices for cash or approved credit.
ILLIAM ALLEN, Joseph Ayers,—
Kennebunk-port, July 18, 1840.
6w.
cabin and its patriotic motto, that they gnash less than 10,000. The delegations bore more ficers, although about 350 were invited with
Emilus L. Beckley,—Collector of the
ed their teeth with rage. One of the custom than 100 banners, with appropriate mottoes. great formality by the Major General. The PROVISIONS, FARMING TOOLS, &c.
Port, William Clough, David Cliff, Edmund
house family attempted to set it on fire, and They were well supplied, too, with Log Cab Procession did not number over 2000, includ rpHE subscriber has for sale—
boasted of the exploit. Attempts were made ins, one of which was drawn by 12 white ing the Escort and some 300 boys, although A Flour, Pork, Cheese, Rice, Sugar, Cof Currier, Henry Crooker, Amos Cousins,—•
by loco loco bullies to get up riots—our pro horses, contained about 40 delegates, and the Dinner was free, and cheap wine was fur fee,—Rakes, Scythe Sneaths, &c. &c., William Durrel, Mrs. Hannah Darrel,—
James Emery,—Asa Fairfield, 3, Oliver Free
cession was grossly insulted—the nuts and displayed several banners.—Silas H. Jenni- nished without charge. The Advertiser says wholesale and retail.
JOS. E. HATCH.
man, Edward Foss,—Miss Elizabeth Gowen.
linch pins were taken from the axles of our son was renominated for Governor ; David M. the “ Procession [at Kennebunk] from what
Kennebunk, July 17, 1840.
H. I. J. K. L. M.
wagons, and outrageous attempts were made Camp for Lt. Governor and Henry F. Janes we learn, was one of more than twice the
Joseph
Hatch,
2, Enoch Hardy,—William
to disturb our proceedings ; the whole effect for Treasurer. Samuel C. Cralts and Ezra length of the Processional Portland.” Among
CYTHES, Scythe Sneaths, Austin’s
Lord, 2, William Lord, Jun., Jeremiah Lord,
of which, was to excite the scorn and deep Meech were selected as candidates for Elect those who figured conspicuously in the Port
Scythe Rifles—and Hay Forks,
G. & I. Lord, Ruben Littlefield. John Larra
disgust of all honorable spectators among our ors at Large. The Convention was address land celebration were 28 office holders, with
For sale by
S. H. GOULD.
bee, Mrs. Olive Littlefield,—Amos Maddox,
opponents, so that many who came as mere ed with great ability and pertinency by sev salaries and annual pay amounting in the ag
Kennebunk-port, July 18, 1840. 3w.
Miss Mary Maddox, Benjamin Mitchell, Miss
spectators, joined us heart and soul. A ban eral gentlemen, (among whom was Gen. gregate to some 26 or $27,000.
Ann M. Mitchell.
ADIZ SALT, for sale by
ner, intended as an insult to the Whigs, was Wilson of N. H.)and then adjourned to meet
S. H. GOULD.
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
extended across Main-strdet, from the Custom at the ballot box on the 4th of September.
Locofoco Nominations—by a convention
James Nason,—Benjamin Osgood.—Wil
Kennebunk-port, July 18, 1840.
6w.
House to Pickard's hotel, which drove some
liam Parsons,—John Ross, William Ross,—
hundreds of Pickard’s customers to other
A correspondent of the Boston Atlas, un held at Levant, 4th inst., Hannibal Hamlin,
Smith and Porfer, Jabez Smith, William
houses, but was no farther noticed.”
der date of Baltimore, 5th July, states that for Representative to Congress, and Eze
HE subscriber wishes to purchase all the Scamman, Mrs. Jamin Savage, Mrs. Sophia
Louis McLane, Secretary of State in Gen. kiel Chase of Atkinson for Elector for Pe
Hens within one-eighth of a mile of Smith.
Q^’The whigs of Somerset county assem Jackson’s Cabinet, is a decided Harrison
his premises, for which a fair price will be
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
bled at Athens, on the 4th, in great numbers. man. He served in the U. S. Senate with nobscot and Somerset district,—Samuel H.
Larance Tapley, James Taylor, Miss Eliz
Not less than 3000 joined the Procession— Gen, H. and knows him to be deserving his Blake and Mordecai Mitchell for Senators, paid in cash on delivery. He prefers silver
to lead to rid himself of unwelcome visiters, abeth Taylor—Mrs. Rhoda B. Varney,—
about 1900 partook of the Collation. J. P. support.
and Isaac C. Haynes for County Treasurer, inasmuch
as it will save him personal vexa James Warren, A. Warren, George Wilson,
T. Dumont of Hallowell addressed the multi
for Penobscot County. It is rumored that tion and others perhaps hard feelings.
Philip Wormwood, Mrs. Warren, Miss Nan
tude in a speech of great excellence. After
Samuel Cushman, formerly member of the deliberations of the Convention were not
cy Wells, Miss Sarah A. Wheeler.
JOS. E. HATCH.
the oration, the Company was addressed by
54 Letters.
Kennebunk, July 11, 1840.
Gen. King of Bath, and E. H. Allen of Ban Congress from New Hampshire, and known ' of the most harmonious description.-------- In
JAMES OSBORN, P. Master..
gor and several others. The delegations there as P. Q. (previous question) Cushman J Waldo, by a convention held at Belfast, 30th
,
• . j r,
. v,
ult. Alfred Marshall for Member of Congress STEEL BMK
from the different sections of the county .
AND PAPER—a good article—just re
NEATHS and Austin’s Rifles, just re
poured into Athens in good style, with ban has been appointed Postmaster of Ports- and John B Neal,ey for Elector-John
ceived and for gale low, by
ceived by
ners, music, &c. The procession was pre mouth, in place of Abner Greenleaf whose True and Jonathan Merrill for Senators and
D. REMICH.
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
Frye Hall for County Treasurer?
term of service had expired.
ceded by two independent companies.
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ALL NIGHT IN PRAYER.
< And it came topass in. those days, that be
went up into a mountain to pray, and continued
all night in prayer to God.’—[Luke vi. 12.
All night in prayer while others slept,
The Saviour woke on bended knee ;
And in the mountain vigil kept
Of sighs and tears, my soul 1 for thee.

Night spread her starry wing around
His head that drooped for human woe ;
And hastening angels sought the ground,
Wondering to see their Maker so.

He prayed—yet not in view of all
The griefs his prescience understood —
The stripes, the nails, the spear, the gall,
The crown of thorns, the cross of wood.

No 1—nor in view of that dark hour#
When God from him should turn his eye ;
And hell’s permitted final power
Should triumph when he saw him die.
But sight of sin, and sin’s desert,
Press’d down his soul ! and sight of men,
Wounded to death, and to their hurt,
Rejecting Gilead, grieved him then.

O, Saviour, in Judea, prayer
Not now is breathed from lips of thin® ;
That mountain is the robber’s lair,
Its clefts reveal the Moslem’s shrine.

Yet thou art here!—this closet folds
No shadow but the form I love ;
The same who, interceding holds
My wants before the throne above.
All night in prayer !—My joyful sense
Would fain thus spend the wakeful night!
Yet O, where thou art, darkness thence
Flies, and with me ’Lis more than light!

LOWELL COLD WATER ARMY.
[Gr'The children, teachers, and others of the
schools in Lowell had a celebration in the Grove,
on the 4th inst. They had a procession, with
music and banners, and were addressed by the
Mayor and several clerical gentleuK' . The ad
dress of the Rev. Mr. MoDermott of he Catho
lic Church was thrillingly eloquent. As many
as three thousand people were present. The
following original hymn, to the tune of 1 Auld"
Lang Syne,’ was sung on the occasion
With banner and with badge we come,
An army true and strong,
To fight against the hosts of Rum,—
And this shall be our song ;
We love the clear Cold Water Springs,
Supplied by gentle showers ;
We feel the strength cold wat§r brings,—

‘ The Victory is Ours.’

* Cold Water Army,’ is our nam®,—
O may we faithful be,
And so in truth and justice claim,
The blessings of the free.
We love the clear Cold Water Springs,
Supplied by gentle showers.;
We feel the strength cold water brings,—

‘ The Victory is Ours,’

Though others love their rum and wine,
And drink till they are mad,
To water we will still incline,
To make us strong and glad.
We love the clear Cold V/ater Springs,
Supplied by gentle showers ;
We feel the strength cold water brings,—

‘ The Victory is Ours.*

I pledge to thee this hand of mine,
In faith and friendship strong ;
And fellow-soldiers we will join
The chorus of our song ;
We love the clear Cold Water Springs,
Supplied by gentle showers ;
We feel the strength cold waler brings,—

f The Victory is Oars'

A Palpable Hit,—We find the following
in an exchange paper. It is too good to be
lost;—
The inconsistency of some men is appar
ent to any but themselves. Some years
since a very worthy merchant sent a sub
scription paper to a gentleman, requesting
him to give an hundred dollars to aid in
supporting a Temperance missionary in this
city—the gentleman told the lad who brought
him the paper, that if the merchant would
call, he would give him something of more
value than the hundred dollars, solicited.
The merchant promptly appeared—the gen
tleman remarked to him, “ I can give you
no money, but I can give you advice which
will be better than money.” “ I find,”
said the gentleman to the merchant, “ on a
careful examination, tha,t you import and
sell more than ten thousand hogsheads of
rum each year-—my advice to you is, to be
gin reformation al home. It will be bet
ter than preaching abstinence to your neigh
bors.”
Remedies.—When people have a sore
mouth, from taking calomel, or any other
cause, tea made of low blackberry leaves is
extremely beneficial.
Tea made of slippery elm is good for the j
piles, and for humors in the blood; to be
drank plentifully. Winter evergreen* is
considered good for all humors, particularly
scrofula. Some call it rheumatism weed,
because a tea made from it is supposed to
check that painful disorder.
An ointment of lard, sulphur, and creamof-tartar, simmered together, is good for the
piles.
Burnt alum held in the mouth is good for
canker.

TREASURER’S OFFICE,
floods !
/ Cheap ! ! /
Augusta, June 21,1840.
-------- ooo-------OTICE is hereby given, that all claims
MILO JASPER GOSS
upon the State, now due, and for which
AS purchased the Stock of Goods of
Warrants or Scrip are cow outstanding, will
George D. Conant, and has also made
be paid on presentment; as follows:—those a large addition of NEW GOODS, just pur
chased in Boston, which he offers to the old
held
In the Co»hty of York—to the Manufac customers of G. D. Conant and the public
turer’s Bank, Saco.
generally, at very low prices. The Stock con
In the County of Cumberland—to Jas. B. sists in part of
Cahoon, Esq., Portland.
Eng. and Am. Prints from G.l to 34 cts.
Southerly part of Oxford—to same, do.
per yard ;
Northerly part of do.—to the Treasurer at
Summer Cloth of all descriptions ;
Augusta.
Ladies’ Blk. and White Silk Gloves ;
In the County of Penobscot—to the Treas
“
Silk Pic-Nic
do. ;
urer at the Bangor House, on Tuesday, the
“
Kid
do.;
30th of June.
“
Cotton and Worsted Hose ;
In the County of Piscataquis—to the Treas
“
Silk and Raw Silk Shawls and
urer at the Bangor House, on Tuesday, the Handkerchiefs ;
30th June.
Ladies’ Shally Hdkfs. ;
In the County of Waldo—to the Treasurer
“ Silk Fancy do. ;
at Belfast, on Thursday, the 2nd of July.
“
“
Scarfs ;
AH other Counties will be paid at the Treas
Cotton Flag Hdkfs. from 8 to 25 cts. ;
ury on and after the 30th day of June inst.
Silk Bandana, Flag and Pongee Pocket
D. WILLIAMS, Treasurer.
Hdks. ;
June 24.
3w.
Edinboro’ Shawls ; Highland Plaid do. ;
Thibet
do. ;
Shally
do. ;
ake particular notice.—in
Blue Blk. Gro de Nap Silk ;
many hundred certified cases which
Fig’d Green Gro de Swiss do.;
have been made public, and in almost everyBlack Sinshaw do. ;
species of disease to which the human frame
Light and Dark Bonnet Silks ;
is liable, the happy effects of MOFFAT’S
Fig’d
“ Linings ;
LIFE PILLS AND PHENIX BITTERS
Silk and Cotton Velvet; Col’d and White
have been gratefully and publicly acknowl Cambrics ; Lawns ; Muslins ; Laces- ;, White
edged. The public cannot, therefore, be too Linen Hdkfs.; Wrought Lace Collars; White
often reminded that they recommend them Lace Veils, &c. &c.
selves in diseases of almost every description.
Gents. Kid, Buck and Linen Gloves;
THE LIFE MEDICINES have been thor
Kid Walking Shoes and Slippers ;
oughly tested, and pronounced a sovereign
Blch’d Shirting from 6| to 14 cents ;
remedy for Dyspepsia, Flatulency, Palpita
5-4 “ Sheeting;
tion of the Heart, Loss of Appetite, Heart
Bro. Shining from 6| to 10 cents ;
burn and Headache, Restlessness, Ill-temper,
“ Sheeting from 8 to 12£ “
Anxiety, Languor and Melancholy, Costive
“ Drillings;
ness, Diarrhoea, Cholera, Fevers of all kinds,
Bed Ticking from 12£ to 23 cents ;
Rheumatism, Gout, Dropsies of all kinds,
A small assortment of FANCY GOODS.
Gravel, Y/orms, Asthma and Consumption,
Also, a large Stock of Cloths, such as
Scurvey, fleers, Inveterate Sores, Scorbutic Blk., Blue Blk., Blue, London Brown, Mix’d,
Eruptions and Bad Complexions, Eruptive Green, Invisible preen BROADCLOTHS,
complaints, Sallow, Cloudy, and other disa together with a good stock of
greeable Complexions, Salt Rheum, Erysipe
CASSIMERES & SATINETTS,
las, Commol: Colds and Influenza, and vari- of a variety of colors and qualities.
other complaints which afflict the human
Groceries,
frame. In F^ver and Ague, particularly,
Sou., Y. Hyson and Pou. TEAS ; Havana
the Life Hiediehijes have been most eminently Bro. and White Lump and Loaf SUGARS ;
successful ; s'd ;jjch so that in the Fever and Pepper ; Spice ; Ginger: Tobacco ; Cloves ;
Ague districts, Physicians almost universally Cinnamon ; Coffee, &c. &c.
prescribe them.
—ALSO—
All that Mr. Moffat requires of his patients
Glass and Crockery Ware ;
is to be particular in taking the Life Medi
Hard Ware ; Butts ; Screws ; Door Latch
cines strictly according to the directions. It es ;
is not by a newspaper notice, or by anything
Looking-Glasses, &c. &c.
he himself may say in their favor, that he
M. J. Goss will keep constantly on hand
hopes to gain credit. It is alone by the results Paints and Oils ; Japan ; Varnish ; Turpen
of a fair trial.
tine ; Dye Woods, &c.
. MOFFAT’S MEDICAL MANUAL; de
ff/^The above Goods were bought low
signed as a domesric guide to health.—This and carefully selected, and will be sold as low
little pamphlet, edited by W. B. Moffat, 375 as can be purchased in the county.
Broadway, New-York, * has been published
Ladies and gentlemen purchasing, are
for the purpose of explaining more fully Mr. invited to call and examine.
Moffat’s theory of diseases, and will be found
M. J. Goss feels confident that all those who
highly interesting to persons seeking health. may wish to purchase Goods will find as.
It treats upon prevalent diseases, and the good an assortment and prices as low as can
causes thereof. Price, 25 cents—for sale by be found in the country. A share of the pub
Mr. Moffat’s agents generally.
lic patronage is respectfully solicited.
O^These valuable Medicines are for sale
by DANIEL REMICH, Kennebunk.
WA1WEB
April 8,1840.
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& Co. '
—HAVE JUST RECEIVED —

QUARTER Boxes fresh Raisins ;
60 hhds. Cadiz Salt ;
4 hhds. Rock do. suitable for salting butter;
1 bbl. Hams Bacon ;
3 hhds. Porto Rico Molasses ;
Pecco Tea ; Sperm Oil ; Coffee ;
Brown Havana Sugar, &c. &c.
—also—
160 Rose and Yellow Chairs ;
6 Rocking
do.
Kennebunk, June 6, 1840.
HEALTH AND STRENGTHS

S. O. RICHARDSON’S SHERRY
WINE BITTERS.—This article is high
ly recommended by several of the most respecta
ble physicians and editors in the country as de
cidedly the best medicine ever offered to the pub
lic, for all those prevalent diseases called Jaun
dice, Liver Complaints, Heart Burn, Dizziness,
Dyspepsia, Headache, wandering or settled
pains, sinking faintness, sour stomach, loss of
appetite, weakness of the limbs, nervous debility,
costiveness and piles. They preclude the neeessity of using pills that the public are advised
to take in large quantities# which serve only to
debilitate the patient, and doom him to be a pill
swallower to the end of his days.
P. 8. Barnard and W. S. Skinner continue as
travelling Agents.
Remember his medicine can never be obtained
of pedlars on any pretence whatever.
Prepared from medicinal plants and roots, at
Dr. Richardson’s laboratory, South Reading.
Sold wholesale and retail, at his office, No. 15,
Hanover street, Boston, and by most Druggists
and Merchants throughout the New-Enffland
States.
Price 75 cents per bottle. His dry bitters, put
up in a pressed form, are $0 cents per paper.
For sale in Kennebunk, by Daniel Remich,
Alex. Warren and Samuel Jordan.
June 20,1840.

— HAS FOR SALE —

Coal3

00
suitable for Grates or Blacksmiths.
—al so—

1OO

URY FISH,J

suitable for family use, Cheap.
Kennebunk-port, June 8,1840.

BRANDRETH’S PILLS.
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Hallowell, February 20, 1839.
for the following complaints,
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK
Tvizunrivalled
:-Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Diseased LivThe subscriber having been Agent for the JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;

BY

Carriage and Sign Painting. er, Bilious Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Cos sale of the above named medicine for several
©ANIEL GLASIER, having taken the tiveness, Worms and loss of Appetite, and by
Shop over Charles W. Kimball’s, would
inform the inhabitants of Kennebunk and vi
cinity, that he will attend to all kinds of
CARRIAGE, SIGN
ORNAMEN
TAL PAINTING.
N. B All work done by him will be war
ranted to stand.
Kennebunk, April 23, 1840.
3m.

PAPEIg,

* This plant resembles th® poisonous kill-lamb, “p CASE ruled Letter Paper—white and
both in the shape and the glossinessof its leaves;
blue—fine and superfine—which will
great care should be used to distinguish them.
be sold at very low prices.
1 case Brandywine Quarto Post-—fine and
Spunk.—»A little fellow the other day, extra.
Bath Letter Paper; Embossed do. do.;
while In a crowd, cried out " Hurrah for
Harrison !” at which a Van Buren man ex Note Paper.
Cap and Pot Writing paper, ruled and un
claimed, angrily,—“ Hurrah for a Jack ruled
; Fancy, Marble, Coloured, Ticket# Mo
Ass !” (( That’s right,” said the boy, “ you rocco, Tissue, plain and embossed Gold, and
hurrah for your candidate, and I’ll hurrah Drawing Papers. Bristol Board—white and
for mine.”
colored.
Cartridge, Envelope, Post-Office and Log
Papers—by the ream or quire.
SYDNEY COAL.
Writing Paper, ruled for bills, memoran
KA CHALDRONS of Sydney Coal,
dums, &c. &c. constantly on hand.
for sale by
D. REMICH.
OLIVER BOURNE.
Kennebunk-port, June 2,1840.

CHARLES GOODWIN

Qnackery,

HE most barefaced and villainous, is so A VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
common, that persons afflicted with LIN
proved by the experience of thousands to
GERING COMPLAINTS, are often imposed
be, when properly persevered with, a certain
on by pretended cure-alls, and have reason for cure in every form of the Only One Disease,
the must heart-rending suspense, but when I an all having the same origin, and invariably arise
nounce that—“ If, after giving them a fair trial from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease#
for the complaints specified below, they prove namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula
useless the money shall be refunded,” it is pre tion of the BLOOD.
sumed, that they will not hesitate about trying
In a period of little more than three years in
my
the United States, they have restored to a state of
AMERICAN RENOVATING PILLS,
health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED
an invaluable remedy for all Bilious, Consump THOUSAND persons, who were given over as
tive and DropsicaLcomplaints, and a sure cure incurable by physicians of the first rank and
for the Dropsy, except that of the head, unless standing, and in many cases when every other
the patient has been tapped or saturated with remedy had been resorted to in vain.
mercurial preparations, either of which renders
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it
a cure doubtful, though such cases have been be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or
cured by them.
. pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu
These Pills are composed of a great variety of tional or from some immediate cause, whether
simple physical and restorative medicines, and it be.from internal or external injury, it will be
they have effected the most astonishing cures cured by persevering in the use of these Pills.
when “ Regular Physicians” and every thing
This great principle of “ PURGING” in
else had failed, the patient having been given up sickness is beginning to be appreciated.. It is
to die ; and testimonials are continually being found much more convenient to take an occa
received, showing their wonderful efficacy in sional dose of half a dozen Pills, and be always
building up debilitated constitutions and securing well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled,
the Health I
blistered, and salivated — with the certainty that
A full statement of extraordinary facts, direc if you are not killed, you will be sure Ro have
tions to Consumptive persons, and Certificates months of miserable weakness, and the only one
may be found in a pamphlet, a copy of which ac who is benefitted is your Doctor. Look at the
companies each box.
between the appearance of those two
A box of 2 ounces is sold at the very low price difference
persons—one has been treated by your regular
of 50 cents, and to prevent imposition the names practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he
of all persons, who are made agents for selling is, see how the shadow of death throws his
them, will be found annexed to my advertise solitary
glance from his emaciated countenance,
ment in the State paper for the time being.
see how he trembles in every limb ; his eyes
TESTIMONIALS.
' sunk
; his teeth destroyed—his constitution,
Though I prefer that the success of my Pills perhaps,
irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how
should rest on their own intrinsic merits, I an- the
Doctor
to himself credit. He
flex the following as specimens of the many cer says, “ most arrogates
inveterate case of Liver com
tificates I have on hand.
plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme
Cumberland, Aug. 2d, 1837.
saved him.”
Energetic measures! i. e.
This may certify, that in the spring of 1829, I dies
Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution,
was seized with a fever, which afterwards better
say.—So to save life you must half poison
brought on the Dropsy. After trying several with that
comforter of the teeth and gums-—
physicians to no advantage, I went to Portland, MERCURY
positively make a man mis
and placed myself under the care of Dr. Brown ; erable the sad—and
ofhia existence; this is
when, after repeated trials to no effect, I was called curing. remainder
Shocking folly !
pronounced totally incurable. Despairing of life,
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—the
which bad now become a burden to me, I return
who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver
ed to my parents in Cumberland, in 1830, and man
Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of
gave myself up to a lingering death. Hearing conscious
his countenance is clear
of the great success of Mr. J. G. Fernald’s and serene,strength,
eye is full and sparkling with
Pills, however, in Cases similar to my ,pwn, I the feeling ofhis
new life and animation; he has
was persuaded to try them, as a last resort. To
confined a few days to his bed, but fie us
my great surprise as well as satisfaction, I soon been
ed nothing but the true Brabdretij Pills, and
found myself recovering ; and upon taking his soon
rose without any injury being sustained
Pills the Dropsy left me, and I became perfectly
well in the course of six months. I make this by his constitution. Instead of being months in
a
weak
he will be stronger, after he has
statement, and wish it published for the benefit entirely state
the attack : because his
of those who are suffering under similar cases ; blood andrecovered
fluids have become purified, and hav
that they may know what has cured one who lias
suffered every thing but death, and who consid ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the
solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne
ers his life saved by the above medicine.
down by useless particles, but has renewed his
E. S. THOMES.
JAMES HILL, Esq. of North Yarmouth, has life and body both.
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s
authorized me to state, that after having buried
four daughters, all of whom died of a constitu Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de
tional Consumption, the fifth and only remaining cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and
one, was given up to die, with the same com corrupt humors of the blood* those humors
plaint by several “ Regular Physicians.” in which cause disease—they impede the func
this situation she commenced taking my “ Amer tions of the liver when they settle upon that
ican Renovating Pills,” and by persevering ac organ, and which, when they settle upon the
cording to my directions, she was in a few weeks muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the
restored to health, and has been able to dis nerves, prodpee gout ; or, upon the lungs, pro
charge her domestic duties now for six or seven duce consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos
tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
years.
The following was drawn up by the Rev. sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
Joshua Taylor, one of the venerable fathers of of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
the Methodist Episcopal Church, and forwarded all who behold them.
Yes, purging these humors from the body is
to me. after being signed by his wife, and the
the true cure for all these complaints, and eve
wife of Greely Sturdivant, Esq.
We, the undersigned, having derived great ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser
10 tons good BUTTEB
benefit from Mr. J. G. Fernald’s Pills, do tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it
Alfred, June 8, 1840.
cheerfully recommend them as a safe and useful is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
3m.
Medicine. Our complaints were of a Bilious known, and more and more appreciated.
The cure by purging may more depend up
character, and we were reduced to a state of
NOTICE OF INSOLVENCY.
great debility, and we experienced many uneasy on the laws which produce sweetness or purity
than may be generally imagined. Whatever
HE subscribers, appointed by the Judge and painful sensations ; but by taking those Pills tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because
according
to
Mr.
Fernaid
’
s
directions,
we
were
of Probate for the County of York,
relieved and restored to a state of perfect health. it tendsto putrefaction ; therefore the necessity
Commissioners to receive and examine the
We still keep and use them, as a family medi of constant exercise is seen.
claims of the credBors to the estate of
When constant exercise cannot be used
cine, and would not be without them on any ac
AMAZIAH NOBLE,
FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
count.
DEBORAH Y. STURDIVANT.
Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required.
late of Kennebunk, in said county, deceased,
HANNAH TAYLOR.
Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain
represented as insolvent, hereby give notice
Cumberland, Nov. 6th, 1837.
that six months from the date hereof are al
Agents.—Dr. A. E. Small, Portland, General of life, are kept free from those impurities
lowed said creditors to bring in and prove Agent ;—County of York—Daniel Remich, which would prevent its steady current minis
health. Thus, morbid humors are pre
tbeir claims ; and that we will attend the bu Kennebunk ; William J. Condon, Saco ; Ebene- tering
County of Hancock—Aus vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na
siness to which we are thus appointed, at the zer Sawyer, Hollis
ture which is thus assisted through the means
office of William B. Sewall in said Kenne tin & Jordan, Ellsworth.
and outlets which she has provided for herself.
JOSEPH G. FERNALD.
bunk, on the last Mondays of each of the fol
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York
Portland, May 1st, 1838.
lowing months, viz. : July, September and
are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
November, from 1 to 4 o’clock in the after
between Prince and Houston sts.
TRUFANT’S COMPOUND. Bowery,
noon of each of said days.
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
W. B. SEWALL,
M. B. TRUFANT would say to the
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
THEODORE THOMPSON.
public, that the increased demand for
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
Kennebunk, June 1, 1840.
the above article, from abroad as well as Pittsburg,
at
Pa. 154 Wood street.
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
home, warrants him to believe it to be as
rarraasoH howse recommended,
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
when faithfully applied, as the
14, 15 and 16 Ann Street, Boston.
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
following will show :—
------ OOO—---JVew Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
THIS Medicine is the most safe and effec
HIS house is one of the oldest and most
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
tual
remedy
ever
yet
discovered.
The
sub

respectable in the City, having been es
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
scriber
has
been
Agent
for
the
sale
of
the
atablished many years. It is in the centre of
'ST How to be secure from Counterfeit Pills
business, and well supplied with the best the bove medicine for a few months, and during purporting to be Braodreth's Pills.
that
time
has
seen
persons
affected
with
the
Never purchase without being positively sure
market affords. Merchants and others from
the country will find every thing to make Salt Rheum in every degree, from a very that the person selling has an Engraved cer
slight
touch
on
the
hand
to
the
covering
of
tificate of Agency, and (ETobserve it has been
them comfortable. Price 75 cents per day.
the whole body, completely cured by the a- renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee
JOSEPH DREW.
bove medicine ; and would recommend it after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the
June 19, 1840.
with the utmost confidence, to all affected in holder are genuine.
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied
any degree with the above complaint. And
resort has been had to this in cases of obsti by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling
STOHATrra.
Agent
in Maine— or by ordering from my
nate humors of years standing with entire Principal
New England Office,
SAMUEL ADAMS.
HIS Valuable Vegetable Medicine stands success.
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.

STATIOWBRTe

RI^SH supplies of Quills, Metallic Pens ;
Blue, Black and Red Ink ; Ink-pow
der,
&c. Just received by
D. REMICH.
Kennebunk, May 13, 1840.

F

CABPETING
For sale by
JAMES LORD.
Kennebunk, June 26,1840.

In Kennebunk-port, by S. IL Gould ;
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck,
months, and having known of several cures
cleansing the stomach and bowels, cures performed by using it, can safely recommend and Seleucus Adams ;
pains in the Side, Stomach and Breast, Colds it to those afflicted with Salt Rheum.
Lyman, William Huntress;
and Coughs of long standing, Hoarseness,
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne ;
J.
E.
LADD.
shortness of breath, Nervous complaints, &c.
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery ;
Its virtues surpass any thing heretofore known
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
[Froai a gentleman in Hartford, Ct.j
in removing St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
Mr. Trufant.—Dear Sir : Hearing of an
have been known to cure this afflicting dis extraordinary cure of Salt Rheum in this vi
Berwick, J. S. T. Cushing ;
ease after having baffled every exertion for cinity by the use of your Compound ; I wish
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
four years.—It has a most powerful influence, you to forward me by way of Boston, four
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
in removing nervous complaints. It is pleas packages to be sent from Boston to Hartford
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H.
ant to take, and so easy in its operation that by Mail.
Spear ;
it may be administered to the infant with
October, 1839.
York—Cape Neddick, George ML Free
safety.
man ;
Price—One Dollar, with full directions.
AGENT FOR YORK COUNTY,
York, Alexander Dennett;
For sale by
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
DANIEL REMICH.
D. REMICH, Xenneftwi#.
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
A. LUQUES, Kennebunk-port.
Who will supply the article, to dealers, at
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
May, i840.
ly.
the lowest wholesale prices.
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
~ SCHOOL BOOKS?
~
Wotiee to Trespassers.
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer,
-----------000—------WTOTICE is hereby given that any person P. M. ; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
or persons who shall be known to
LARGE assortment of School Books, J-l
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo
comprising every kind used in the tread down the grass, cut small trees for J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
poles, &c. or throw down the fences, on the I Cornish, John McLellan ;
Schools and Academies in this section of the
country—for sale, in quantities or at retail, at Land of the subscriber, will certainly be pros
Limington, James McArthur;
the lowest cash prices.
ecuted.
J. K. REMICH.
Waterborough, James Leavett;
Kennebunk, May 6, 1840.
Also, a small lot of Miscellaneous Books,
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
in neat bindings, at a large discount from the
Buxton, T. Bolles";
regular retail prices.
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ;
100 Bibles,—Quarto, Octavo, 18 mo. and
ERDS GRASS, Clover and Red Top
Acton, Win. Evans.
Pocket—bound in Calf, Morocco, Turkey
Seeds, just received by
B, BRANDRETH, M. D.
leather, &c. Cheaper than ever before offered.
241 Broadway, N.Y,
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
May, 1839.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
Kennebunk, May 29, 1840.
Kennebunk, May 13,1840.

A

H

Fluid.

R®@U PAPER.

Y’ GROSS Partridge’s Leather PreservaREMICH has this day received 1000
^ELT’S Black Writing Fluid, which flows
tive, this day received—for sale by the
e rolls Room Paper—a great variety of
as free as the Blue Fluids,—possessing
dozen or single eannister by
patterns,— which will be sold very cheap,—their durability without their corrosive prop
D. REMICH.
some as low as 12^ cents per roll.
erties.' For sale by
D. REMICH.
May 9, 1840.
Kennebunk, May 13, 1840.
, March 12, 1840.
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